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iii
MicroRNAs are small non-coding RNA molecules which contain 21-25 nucleotides, and function in post transcriptional regulation by inhibiting the translation of mRNA targets. miRNAs typically affect gene regulation by forming composite feed forward circuits (cFFCs) which also comprise a transcription factor (TF) and a target gene. By analyzing these cFFCs, the contribution of miRNAs in altering TF networks can be revealed. These contributions could either be the de-escalation of the target gene repertoire or to increase the redundancy through cFFC formation. To conduct the analysis, the connections between genes, miRNAs, and TFs are obtained using two datasets one of which is obtained from human myeloid leukemia cell line. These two datasets are also different from each other in terms of the numbers of TFs and miRNAs that are included in the networks and the significance of the predicted connections. The first dataset which contains connectivity information of a normal cell involves 83 TFs, 564 miRNAs and 5169 genes which construct 124,740 and 34,298 human-mouse conserved TF and miRNA regulatory connections, respectively. The second dataset which contains 137 miRNAs, 274 TFs and 6749 genes which are compiled from the FANTOM 4 database from which the total number of human-mouse conserved regulatory connections is identified as 6631 for miRNAs and 60969 for TFs. Then, in order to reveal the significance on a statistical level, the randomization tests are applied
to the connectivity matrix. Obtaining the significance of miRNA-based cFFCs lead us to conclusions about the effect of miRNAs in fine-tuning gene regulatory networks and the evolutionary role of miRNAs in the cell regulation.
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ölçülmiştir. Bu ölçümler ise miRNA'ların gen regulasyonundaki ince ayar etkileri ve evrimsel rolleri hakkında çıkarım yapabilmeyi sağlamıştır.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

With the completion of the Human Genome Project, revealing the genetic causes under the phenotypic characteristics of organisms has become the main goal of the genomic revolution. In order to achieve this goal, analysing complex biological networks, finding the interactions between the network components and understanding their biological functions are essential. By focusing on simple patterns, called network motifs, that are highly recurrent in real networks when compared with random networks, the characteristics of complex systems and their structure can be better understood. The motifs are generally shared among different organisms, implying that these mechanisms are favored by evolution. The significant biological network motifs, such as auto regulation, feed-forward loops, single input modules and bi-fans help to transfer process information by slowing or accelerating the response time, creating a pulse-like dynamics, generating temporal activation etc.

In gene regulatory networks, the information process is carried out to adjust the expression levels of genes by two distinct mechanisms; transcriptional regulation and post-transcriptional regulation. The two main players which have an important role in these mechanisms are Transcription Factors (TFs) and microRNAs (miRNAs). TFs are a group of proteins which control the system of expression by binding to cis-regulator DNA sequences and control the extent to which a specific gene will be transcribed. miRNAs are small RNA molecules that consist of ≃ 22 nucleotides which bind to the 3′-untranslated regions (3′-UTRs) of target transcripts in order to change their expression level by the repression or the degradation. Since they both are included in the gene regulation mechanisms, it was proposed that there is a strong possibility of an interplay between TFs and miRNAs by formation of FFLs which will prevent the production of mRNA in high concentrations by repressing its regulator TF and thus it provides a "quick-OFF-slow-ON" mechanism [48]. According to the research conducted in this field, this particular type of FFL in which the TF activates its target gene, and miRNA represses both the TF and its target is found significant and most abundant in gene regulatory networks. These can be called as "the composite feed forward circuits" (cFFCs). Although the significance of the FFLs has been discovered, the difference between the TFs and miRNAs in contribution to the GRNs, the redundancy adding role of miRNAs and the stability of TF networks to the alterations caused by miRNAs had remained unclear till the study conducted by Iwama et. al. (2010). However, the increase in the regulator-target information poses new research
questions, such as whether the revealed characteristics of miRNAs show variations in larger networks obtained from cancer lines with more significant regulator-target interactions, and how these structures and motifs are affected by disorders such as cancer.

1.2 Scope and Goal

The main objective of this study is to analyse gene regulatory networks (GRNs) based on cFFCs and cFFC dependent terms with the concern of finding the differences of TFs and miRNAs in contribution to GRNs and to see whether the evolutionary distinctions of TFs and miRNAs affect the GRNs by changing its conformation. It is also aimed to provide an insight of the behaviour of miRNAs in the GRNs that are obtained from myeloid leukemia cell line. As a first step of the analysis, the study conducted by Iwama et. al. (2010) with the same research findings needed to be verified by using the same TF-target and miRNA-target connections which consist of 83 TFs, 564 miRNAs and 5169 genes including the 83 TFs. Secondly, in order to prove that the results are not attributable to the employed network and the findings are the true characteristics of miRNAs, and to reveal the behaviour of miRNAs in the network obtained from cancer line, the imbalance between the total number of TFs and miRNAs that are included in the network should be eliminated, and the analysis should be re-conducted with regulator-target predictions that have high occurrence rate in biological processes.

In accordance with these purposes the research questions are tested using two different GRNs. One of them is retrieved from the previous study of Iwama et. al. (2010), whereas the other one is obtained from the FANTOM EdgeExpress database that does not constitute a class imbalance problem and provides a weight parameter indicating the strength of the connections for every regulator-target prediction, thus it enables obtaining more significant interactions by setting a threshold value for the weight parameter \[19\]. More importantly, the FANTOM data originate from the myeloid leukemia cell line; and will thus, allow the investigation of differences between healthy cells and cancer.

1.3 Contribution

The main contribution of the proposed study is to provide a framework that is applicable to different GRNs and enable the researcher to compare the behaviours of network motifs obtained from different cell lines. Using this framework, the results of a previous study, conducted by Iwama et. al. (2010), were reproduced and the code developed was verified. Subsequently, the framework is implemented to another dataset obtained from the FANTOM4 database, and it was revealed that adding redundancy role of miRNAs by forming cFFCs is not attributable to the network, thus it is a distinctive property of miRNAs. It is also uncovered that the myeloid leukemia cancer mechanism changes the behaviour of miRNAs within the network in a such way that they started to regulate their target genes directly instead of showing a tendency of being a part of cFFCs. Another minor contribution is the correction of a logic error in the basis study (Iwama et al. 2010) where self-loops were mistakenly counted as cFFCs.
1.4 Outline

This document which provides an understanding in the differences between miRNAs and TFs in terms of their contribution to the GRNs and their evolutionary behaviour, is composed of 7 chapters, including Introduction and Conclusion, that are outlined as given below.

The first chapter gives an insight to the related research field with the explanation of the motivation, scope and the goal of this study. In the second chapter, the transfer of the sequential information biological processes is summarized and the role of miRNA and TF as main players in gene regulation are explained. Additionally, significant biological network motifs are explained focusing mainly on FFLs, since this study is centered around FFLs. The related studies, based on finding significant motifs using random networks that are conducted in the similar manner of this research are also presented in the second chapter. Moreover, this chapter includes a detailed summary of the study published by Iwama et. al. (2010), which provides a basis for this thesis. Besides including a brief description of the data sources and the explanation of the properties of datasets, the third chapter also covers the simulation procedures with the corresponding pseudocode and statistical analysis methods that were used on the randomization results. In the fourth chapter, the results obtained from randomization experiments are presented and discussed for both datasets. Lastly, in the fifth chapter the conclusions are expressed and the future studies that could be an extension for this thesis are sketched out.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 Biological Information Transfer and Gene Regulation

2.1.1 The Central Dogma

The term, Central Dogma, was first expressed by Nobel Laureate Francis Crick in 1958 with the words "Once information has got into a protein it can't get out again" [10]. The arrows given in the Figure 2.1a show the flow of the sequential information and point out that the reverse transfer of the information from protein to DNA or RNA is not possible.

The unidirectional Central Dogma described by Francis Crick suggests that the transfer can be divided into three groups according to the evidence of existence. First group which has strong evidence of occurrence in all cells, consists of the information flow from

- DNA $\rightarrow$ DNA,
- DNA $\rightarrow$ RNA,
- RNA $\rightarrow$ Protein,

and shown with the solid line in the Figure 2.1a [9].

The second group contains the transfers, which may occur in special circumstances, from

- RNA $\rightarrow$ RNA,
- RNA $\rightarrow$ DNA,
- DNA $\rightarrow$ Protein,

and shown with the dash line in the Figure 2.1a.

Third group, which central dogma claims to be not possible, consists of unknown transfers from
- Protein $\rightarrow$ Protein,
- Protein $\rightarrow$ DNA,
- Protein $\rightarrow$ RNA.

As a summary, the information flow seen in all cells follows a path such that self-replicating deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is used as a template the synthesis of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and protein, RNA is synthesized through transcription, and proteins are synthesized by the translation of RNA. Although most of the parts of the Central Dogma defined by Francis Crick are valid today, it is manifested that the procedure of information flow is more perplexing and the concept has evolved in time. Studies have shown that the transfers mentioned in the third group as unknown are now known facts such as post-transcriptional regulation, methylation, and inteins [3, 11, 20].

![Central Dogma](image)

(a) Central Dogma (re-printed from [9])  
(b) Central Dogma with Enzymes

Figure 2.1: Central Dogma

### 2.1.2 Gene Regulation

#### 2.1.2.1 Transcriptional Regulation

Even though the expression of eukaryotic protein coding genes are regulated at various steps such as transcription initiation, mRNA processing and translation, the main step that most of the regulation occurs is the transcription initiation. *Cis*-regulatory DNA elements included in genes transcribed by RNA polymerase II involve two main parts which are promoter consisting of a core promoter and proximal regulatory elements, and distal regulatory elements composed of enhancers, silencers, insulators and locus control regions [27].

*Trans*-regulatory transcription factors (TFs) are proteins which regulate gene expression by controlling the transfer of the genetic information from DNA to mRNA. Through recognition sites within the *cis*-regulatory DNA elements, transcription factors bind to transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs), by which they either promote or block the recruitment of RNA polymerase [16, 33] and mediate the initiation of
transcription by forming transcription initiation complex along with RNA polymerase II [32].

With the completion of Human Genome Project, it is revealed that there exist $\sim 20,000$ - 25,000 genes with unique expression pattern, in human genome [27], whereas the total number of TFs is $\sim 2000$, far less than the total number of genes [6]. The difference is explained with the fact that promoters contain multiple regulatory elements which enable combinatorial control of gene regulation, leading to high numbers of distinct expression patterns [27].

2.1.2.1.1 Transcription Factors  
Transcription factors can be divided into three categories such as general transcription factors, activators and coactivators. General transcription factors which are of vital importance for the transcription of all protein coding genes, can identify the TATA box which consists of $\sim 25$ nucleotides of TATA sequence located on the core promoter, upstream of the transcriptional start site. After recognition of the TATA box, one TF binds to the gene that is being regulated from the DNA upstream, before RNA polymerase II can bind. In order to form the transcription initiation complex which unbinds the DNA double helix for initiation of the transcription, additional TFs and RNA polymerase II are added to the DNA. As a result of this protein-protein interaction between TFs and RNA polymerase II, the initiation complex starts to read the DNA template strand and the complementary strand of RNA is produced. However, this interaction generally causes the initiation at a low level and the RNA transcripts are produced with a limited number. In eukaryotes, the mechanism that is needed for high level transcription and which controls the expression time, amount and a place of specific genes relies on the interaction of control elements which are referred as specific transcription factors that contain activators and coactivators.

Specific transcription factors which function as activators bind to enhancer regions of DNA which are located distant to the promoter and upstream, downstream or within the introns of the genes they regulates. However, in many instances, the relevant activator can also bind to a recognition site which is upstream of the core promoter in different genes. For the case that the activator binds to enhancer elements, by courtesy of DNA bending proteins, the bound activator comes close to the promoter region where it interacts with the mediator proteins, general transcription factors and RNA polymerase in order to form an active transcription initiation complex. The protein-protein interaction between the specific transcription factors and the mediator complex assists the orientation of the complete complex on the promoter and activates the initiation of RNA synthesis [32].

The activators that bind to the upstream of core promoter which is also known as transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) alter the chromatin structure to prevent its blocking effect to transcription [24]. They also provide an increase in the transcription initiation complex formation [29].

Cofactors are another group of specific transcription factors which function to alter the activators activity by forming a protein-protein interaction with the activators in stead of binding to a specific sequence within DNA. Their roles in regulation are similar to activators in terms of increasing the rate of transcription initiation complex formation.
and modifying the chromatin structure.

Transcription factors also contain the "repressors" group of transcription factors which are DNA binding proteins whose recognition sites are silencers within the distal control elements. Repressors inhibit the gene expression by blocking activator binding \[14\], or by binding regulatory DNA elements directly as a result of competition with the activator for the same binding site \[32\]. Repressors can also turn off the transcription by forming repressive chromatin structure which result in blocking the general transcription factors and/or activators access to the promoter region \[42\]. In some instances, repressors may interfere the transcription negatively by blocking RNA polymerase II, TFIIB and TFIIE assembly, even though the activators are already bound to DNA \[7\].

2.1.2.2 Post Transcriptional Regulation

Even though the transcription is considered to be the main step in the gene regulation, it is observed that the rate of the gene expression deviates from the levels of the corresponding mRNA implying the role of post transcriptional regulation in gene expression. Post transcriptional regulation is performed at any step between the transcription and the translation, including procedures such as alternative splicing and RNA editing by which multiple proteins are produced from a single gene. It also includes the control of RNA stability and of translation which provides a sudden change in protein levels when it is needed. Moreover, it has been also verified that microRNAs play an important role in post transcriptional regulation by distinct mechanisms such as binding the complementary mRNAs which results in their degradation or inhibition, regulating TFs, or blocking the gene by an inoperative chromatin structure \[22\].

2.1.2.2.1 microRNA  In a study conducted in 1993 by Victor Ambros, Rosalind Lee and Rhonda Feinbaum, it was discovered that the lin-4 gene, which is important in terms of controlling the initiation of larval development of C. elegans, generates two small RNA in length of 22 nt and 61 nt, instead of coding for a protein \[23\]. The RNA consists of 61 nt was identified as a precursor of the 22 nt RNA as a result of its formation into a stem loop. It is also identified that lin-4 RNAs are complementary to a sequence in the 3′ UTR of lin-14 gene, and the complementarity plays role in the repression of lin-14 gene with negligible change in the levels of lin-14 mRNA \[45\]. These findings led to other studies on genes that encodes ~22 nt RNAs, but there was no evidence of such regulatory small RNAs within or beyond the nematodes till the discovery that another gene which plays role in the C. elegans heterochronic pathway named let-7 produces a ~22 nt RNA which acts as regulatory RNA in the same way of lin-4 RNA \[5\]. Moreover, the homologue of let-7 RNA was detected in wide range of species including Homo Sapiens, Mus Musculus, and the two RNAs (lin-4, lin-7) classified as small temporal RNA (stRNA) for the reason of their similar functions on the timing of developmental stages \[30\]. Eight years after, the discovery of lin-4 RNA, it was reported that there exists more than one hundred genes that produce small regulatory RNAs which have similar properties with lin-4 and let-7 in terms of their conservation in evolution, their length, and their production from a stem loop precursor, identified from flies, worms and humans. In spite of these similarities, the term stRNA changed as microRNA (miRNA) because of the fact that the expression
of newly found ∼22 nt RNAs are more likely to occur in specific cell types instead of being produced in the developmental stages only [5].

Because of the difficulties of finding new miRNAs experimentally, computational approaches based on miRNA gene identification with regards to homology searches, proximity search of known miRNA genes for the other stem loops in order to reveal the additional genes of a cluster, and identification of genomic segments with the potential of composing stem loops and aligning these with the known miRNA genes pairwisely, are developed [5]. With the increased number of newly identified miRNA genes, a catalogue has been constructed for registry and systematic labelling [13].

It is revealed that RNA polymerase II plays a main role in the transcription of most mammalian miRNAs by producing primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) transcripts which are 5′-capped, polyadenylated, spliced and folded into a secondary hairpin structure with a stem and a terminal loop [41].

The reactions are catalysed by the two members of the RNase III family enzymes, Drosha and Dicer. In the nucleus, Drosha uses folded pri-miRNA as a substrate and this reaction results in ∼70 nt pre-miRNA which is transferred to the cytoplasm in order to be processed by Drosha into a ∼20 bp miRNA/miRNA∗ duplex. After the separation of two strands of miRNA duplex, one of them which is called the mature miRNA or the guide strand is included in a miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC) while the other strand is degraded. The complex recognises and targets the complementary miRNAs which results in the repression or degradation of the miRNAs [47].

2.2 Biological Network Motifs

To obtain an insight in the characteristics of biological processes, their representation which includes protein-protein, protein-DNA, and protein-metabolite interactions are termed as biological networks and "network motifs" are defined as recurrent patterns that occur significantly more frequently than those in fittingly randomized networks. The main biological network motifs can be examined into four categories which are auto-regulation, feed-forward loop, single input module, and dense overlapping regulons.

2.2.1 Autoregulation

Autoregulation is a type of motif where the gene is targeted by its own product and regulated either negatively or positively.

Negative autoregulation (NAR) is seen when the gene is inhibited by its own product [35]. It provides an initial increase of the concentration of the targeted gene and then decreases the rate of production of it after a certain threshold. In other words, the increase in the concentration of the TF lowers the production rate of the targeted gene. As a result, the gene reaches its steady state, which is slightly lower than the related threshold level, and the time between the initial and the steady state
is shorter than that of a simple regulation. Moreover, the differences of the protein levels in different cells are balanced by negative autocorrelation because of the negative correlation between the concentration of the gene and the concentration of its TF.\footnote{2}

Positive autoregulation (PAR) is a type of motif in which the expression of gene is promoted by its own product.\footnote{2} Hence, there exists a positive correlation between the concentration of the gene and the concentration of its TF until reaching the steady state. In contrast to the NAR motifs, the response time, which is defined as the time that is required to get halfway to the steady state, is longer than a simple regulation. In addition, PAR motifs cause an increase in variations of the protein levels between cells due to the enhancement of the gene by its own product.\footnote{17} \footnote{25}.

![Diagram of regulation types](image)

(a) Simple Regulation
(b) Negative Autoregulation
(c) Positive Autoregulation

Figure 2.2: Simple regulation and autoregulation. Figure 2.2a shows the simple regulation in which the gene X is regulated by only Y. Figure 2.2b the NAR and Figure 2.2c shows the PAR.

2.2.2 Feed-Forward Loop Network Motif

The feed-forward loops (FFLs) are strong network motifs because their occurrence is much more than expected, when compared to random networks. They are 3-node subgraphs commonly seen in transcription regulation networks, involving 8 possible edge combinations where the edges indicate either activation or repression interactions. Figure 2.3 shows the all possible 8 edge combinations and the FFL types which are differentiated according to the sign of the regulation paths. FFLs consist of two parallel paths which are a direct path and an indirect path. If the overall sign is same with the sign of direct path, the FFL is considered as coherent type, and if their signs are opposite, it is termed as incoherent FFL. Among all eight FFL types, type 1 coherent and type 1 incoherent FFLs have a higher occurrence rate in the transcription networks which are shown in the Figure 2.3 with respect to the other types of FFLs.\footnote{2}

Most common input functions for FFLs are an "AND gate" and an "OR gate" meaning that either both regulators are needed to control the expression of the shared target, or the binding of one regulator to the gene is enough for the process to work, respectively.\footnote{26}
2.2.2.1 Coherent Type 1 FFL

The coherent type I FFL (C1-FFL) type using an "AND" input function causes a sign-sensitive delay in the activation of the jointly targeted gene. This dynamic process starts when the activation of X is triggered by a signal $S_X$ which results in the accumulation of Y. The production of Z begins after the concentration of Y reaches the activation threshold for the promoter of Z. Although C1-FFL generates delay in the activation step, the inactivation process occurs without delay, since the off-state of $S_X$ inactivates X which causes a rapid deactivation of Z by the reason of the AND logic.

By courtesy of the sign sensitive delay, C1-FFL with the AND gate functions as a filter for the inconsistent pulses in the fluctuating cell environment.

The C1-FFL type with an "OR" gate function works as the opposite direction with the "AND" input, i.e. the delay does not occur in the beginning when X is in an active form but after the removal of the $S_X$ signal, the production of Z does not end rapidly because of the fact that the accumulated Y is sufficient to continue the process. By this mechanism, type I coherent FFLs compensate for the short termed loss of signal $S_Y$.
2.2.2.2 The Incoherent Type 1 FFL

In the incoherent type I FFL (I1-FFL), while Z is activated by X directly, it is also repressed by Y through X, indirectly. That is, when X becomes active, the production of Z increases but after some time the accumulation of Y passes a threshold for the Z promoter and starts to repress it. This process results in pulse-like dynamics.

The I1-FFL also functions as a response accelerator such that before Y starts to repress Z, with a strong initial production, Z can reach the non-zero steady state which results in shortening the response time. After the shut-down of X, the production of Z rapidly decreases, and the concentration of Z shows an exponential decay with a speed based on its degradation rate [2].

2.2.3 Single Input Module

SIMs are larger network motifs where a group of genes are controlled by a superior regulator which also regulates itself usually. The coordinated regulation of these genes creates a dynamic process by generating temporal expression as a result of their different activation thresholds which stems from the variations in sequence and position of binding sites. The temporal activation ensures that a gene is not expressed before it is needed by activating the gene with the lowest threshold, then the second lowest and so forth. This kind of a motif is seen frequently in metabolic pathways to form the desired product and in damage repair systems to produce a response to a stress such as DNA damage or heat shock [34] [1].

![SIM network motif](image)

**Figure 2.4:** SIM network motif in which the regulator X controls three genes, Z₁, Z₂, and Z₃.

2.2.4 Bi-fans and Dense Overlapping Regulons

Although there are 199 possible interactions in the 4-node subgraphs, only 2 of them, namely multi output FFL and bi-fan, are significant motifs in transcription regulation networks. In bi-fan motifs, two regulators combinatorially control the expression of two genes [1].

On the other hand, there exists a larger significant network motif called the dense overlapping regulon, which is a complex form of bi-fans where a group of genes are jointly controlled by a group of regulators. The DORs function as gateways; that the
multiple inputs are processed to control each output. Although DORs are not fully connected, i.e. a gene is not targeted by all transcription factors within the motif, the number of connections is much more than those of patterns found in a random graph [40].

![Bi-fan network motif](a) Bi-fan net-work motif

![DOR network motif](b) DOR network motif

Figure 2.5: Bi-fan motif and dense overlapping regulon.

### 2.3 Analysis of Regulatory Networks

#### 2.3.1 Analysis of Transcription Regulation Networks

In 2002, a study was conducted by Alon et al. in order to find significant motifs in complex networks [28]. An algorithm was developed in order to reveal the significant networks within a directed complex network by searching for n-node sub-graphs and compare the numbers with those obtained from random networks. The randomization procedure preserves the number of incoming and outgoing edges for every node in the real network in order to capture the characteristics caused by a single node such as target hubs. The randomization code is implemented using complex networks from different fields, i.e. biochemistry (transcriptional regulation network), ecology, neurobiology, and engineering.

The two transcriptional regulation networks from an eukaryote (Saccharomyces cerevisia) and a bacterium (Escherichia coli) are used where the genes are represented with nodes and the edges are directed from TF to gene that is regulated by that TF. The results obtained using 1000 randomized networks show that there exist two significant patterns which are FFL and bi-fan. The related statistical measures and the number of edges and nodes can be seen from Figure 2.6 which also enables the comparison of the random networks with the real regulatory network, i.e. while the number of FFLs are found as 40 in E. coli, the mean of the number of FFLs obtained from 1,000 generated random networks equals to 7 [28]. Given Z-scores implies the significance of the network motifs in E. coli and S. cerevisia.
2.3.2 Analysis of Combined Transcriptional - Post Transcriptional Regulatory Networks

In a study presented by Zhou et al. (2007), the coordinated regulation of TFs and miRNAs are studied using the targets of 168 human miRNAs and 236 human transcription factors that are obtained from PicTar and TRANSFAC, respectively. Various statistical tests, such as Fisher's exact test, chi-square test are applied to the dataset with the aim of determining the strength of interplay between the pairs of miRNA-miRNA, TF-TF, miRNA-TF which leads to the conclusion that TF-TF and miRNA-miRNA interactions are more frequent than TF-miRNA interplay. Moreover, it is revealed that within the regulators, at least one of them involves in targeting many genes and some particular TFs are interacting with nearly every miRNA. As a next step of the study, it is hypothesized that formation of a feed forward loop where the TF activates its target and miRNA represses both the TF and its target concurrently is possible if the interaction between the TF and the miRNA is strong meaning that if they have many shared targets. To test this hypothesis, Fisher's exact tests were conducted which resulted in the finding that such feed forward loops were significant among the TF-miRNA pairs that are highly interacting [48].

Another study in the area of combinatorial regulation of TFs and miRNAs is conducted by Shalgi et al. (2007). The analysis is implemented based on the data obtained from PicTar and TargetScan, which are the two databases for the miRNA target prediction. In this study, evolutionarily conserved miRNAs are used, and the orthologous genes among human, mouse, rat and dog are selected from the targets of miRNAs in order to eliminate the false positive results of mapping miRNAs to genes. The adjacency matrices described in the Section [3.1.1.1] are constructed for the connection data obtained from two databases, separately and the degree preserving edge swapping randomization procedure is applied to data. First of all, the differences between original data and the randomized data are examined in terms of degree distributions, i.e. the distribution of the number of targets belonging to each miRNA and the number of miRNAs belonging each gene. It is observed that the distributions are different from each other in terms of their widths and shapes. In spite of the fact that the original distribution contains many target hubs (which are the genes such that each is regulated by a vast amount of miRNAs), in the randomized network the genes that are targeted by more than 10 miRNAs are few in number. In other words, while the distributions of the randomized data look Gaussian, the distribution of the original network is long-right tailed. These findings led to the study in a direction where dense target
hubs corresponding to the data which are above the 85th percentile of the distribution are examined using Gene Ontology (GO) and it was revealed that the developmental processes are highly regulated by these target hubs.

Secondly, it was tested to see whether miRNAs combinatorially regulate gene expression by interacting other miRNAs using a similar randomization approach applied in the degree distribution analysis. The connection matrix is randomized 1000 times in a degree preserving manner with 100,000 swapping steps. After every randomization iteration, the "Meet/Min" score given in Equation 2.1 is calculated for each pair of miRNAs by which 107 and 199 significant pairs are detected among the data obtained from TargetScan and PicTar databases, respectively. Furthermore, a hierarchical model which contains a few miRNAs with many allies at the top and miRNAs with very few allies at the bottom is identified. It is also reported that the degree distribution of the network is power law.

Thirdly, since an interplay between miRNAs and TFs in regulating mutual targets seems to be a strong possibility, a similar randomization procedure described above is applied to the data to confirm this possibility by revealing the co-occurrence of miRNA-TF pairs. In addition to the miRNA-target matrix, an adjacency matrix for TF connections is created. Both matrices are randomized in order to calculate co-occurrence rates and p-values. 104 significant TF-miRNA pairs in the TargetScan dataset and 916 significant pairs in the PicTar dataset are identified and the network motif analysis is conducted by using these significant pairs.

Finally, after identifying the TF-miRNA pairs that regulate the same target, it is analysed to determine whether the pairs regulate each other by forming FFLs via the randomization procedure. It is observed that the regulation of TFs by miRNAs (type II coherent FFL) and the regulation of miRNAs by TFs (type I incoherent FFL) are both significant. This conclusion, obtained from the sequence information, is supported experimentally by using the expression data to calculate the correlation coefficients between miRNAs and TFs among all pairs which result in observing high correlation between these either negatively or positively. Negative correlations are justified by considering TFs which function as repressors and the inhibitory property of miRNAs [38].

Another study, which is the primary predecessor for this thesis was conducted by Iwama et al. (2010) in order to analyse the differences between TFs and miRNAs based on their contributions and the effect of their evolutionary distinctions to the gene regulatory networks through cFFC formation (see Section 3.2.1).

The datasets are obtained from NCBI by using Build 36.3 and Build 37.1 for human and mouse, respectively. Non-overlapping genes with respect to their 8 kb upstream sequences are selected and the human-mouse orthologous gene pairs are identified which result in obtaining 5169 genes.

In order to obtain miRNA-target connections, the mature miRNA sequences were downloaded by using miRBase and the miRNA target sites of 5169 genes are identified via the PITA program based on the exact 8 nt or 7 nt match between the miRNA sequences and the 3' UTR regions of the genes. The identified human miRNA target
sites are aligned with the 3′ UTR regions of mouse sequences by using ReAlignerVR and the identical ones are selected. As a result, 564 mature miRNAs with 34298 connections are obtained.

After the identification of 83 TF and 564 miRNAs, the adjacency matrices are created with the objective of conducting a partial randomization procedure which includes only miRNA-connection matrix randomization, only TF-connection matrix randomization and both TF-miRNA connection matrices randomization. Matrices are randomized using a swapping step algorithm in a degree preserving manner which is explained in detail in the Section 3.3.1.1. 1000 matrices are generated by applying 500,000 swapping steps to the original matrices in every iteration and the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC targeted genes and the cFFC redundancy are obtained from every generated matrix in order to make a comparison with the corresponding numbers from real GRNs.

First of all, the contribution of TFs and miRNAs is analysed in terms of the cFFC formation based on the results of three randomization procedures. It is observed that while the number of cFFCs is 44373 in the real GRN, the expected number of cFFCs equals 44117.3 for only miRNA connection matrix randomization, 44161.3 for only TF connection matrix randomization and 43766.4 for both TF-miRNA connection matrices randomization. The Z-scores and p-values which are calculated under the assumption of normality led to the conclusion that there is no significant deviation in terms of cFFC formation between the real GRNs and the expectations that are obtained from all three randomization procedure. In other words, cFFCs are neither excessively nor inadequately represented in the real GRNs. Besides the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC targeted genes are also examined for every generated matrix. The real GRNs contain 2476 genes that are targeted at least one cFFC. Although there is no significant deviation in the number of cFFC targeted genes between the real GRNs and the expectation of the TF connection matrix randomization, miRNA randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization reveal that the number of targeted genes of real GRNs is excessively reduced from the expectations and the difference is statistically significant.

Because of the existence of target hubs, cFFC redundancy which is the ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the number of cFFC targeted genes, is calculated in order to find the average number of cFFCs per gene. It is reported that the cFFC redundancy is significantly higher in the real GRN with respect to both the miRNA connection randomization and the TF-miRNA connection randomization. The significant deviation in terms of the number of cFFC targeted genes and the cFFC redundancy implies that the TF networks stay steady and do not give response to the alterations of miRNA network structure. Whereas the miRNA networks contribute to the GRNs by causing de-escalation of the target gene repertoire or increasing the redundancy through the cFFC formation. However, the excessive representation of the redundancy can be caused by the sharp reduction of the cFFC targeted genes. Hence, the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy are examined separately. The results show that the miRNA derived redundancy is substantially higher than random expectations in the real GRNs as the TF derived redundancy shows no significant deviation from random expectations for the miRNA-connection randomization and the TF-miRNA connection randomization. This implies that the miRNA derived redundancy is not a consequence of the reduction of the cFFC targeted genes. Although
the findings that imply steadiness of TF networks are consistent with each other, it is possible that the different number of edges of miRNAs and TFs within cFFC may exert such an effect. Therefore, one edge randomization procedure which is described in detail in Section 3.3.2 was applied in this study. The results do not only support the previous findings, but also enlighten the significant distinctness of the miRNA configuration changing in terms of the miRNA-TF connections and the miRNA-target connections. It is reported that the number of cFFCs is inadequately represented in the miRNA target connection and is excessive in the miRNA-TF connection. Moreover, the miRNA-target connection randomization shows that the miRNA derived redundancy is represented excessively whereas the TF derived redundancy is adequately presented in the real GRN.
3.1 Data

In this study, the interplay between TFs and miRNAs are analysed in the scope of cFFCs, cFFC targeted genes, and the cFFC redundancy and TF derived cFFC redundancy, miRNA derived cFFC redundancy using two different datasets that diverge from each other in terms of the number of edges and nodes that are included in, as well as the type of cell. The detailed information about the first and the second dataset are given in the Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2 respectively.

3.1.1 Dataset Retrieved from the Study of Iwama et al.

First dataset whose collection procedure is reported in the Section 2.3.2 was obtained by Iwama et al. for their own study which is conducted to find the significance of the miRNAs in the composite cFFCs. The dataset is available online as a two separate files in which the TF-target and miRNA-target information given as connectivity matrix. The first data file, is given in plain text format, is the TF-connection matrix of which the first row contains the HGNC symbols of 83 TFs and the first column shows the entrez ids of 5169 genes including the 83 TFs. Second data file given in PDF format includes mirBase ids of 564 miRNAs in its first row, and entrez ids of 5169 genes in the first column. There exist 124740 human-mouse conserved TF regulatory connections and 34298 human-mouse conserved miRNA regulatory connections.

3.1.1.1 Matrix Representation of the Connection Data

In the graphical view of the network, the nodes are represented with the genes and the miRNAs and the edges represent the interactions between nodes which are directed from the TF or miRNA to the gene that is regulated by them. In order to represent the interactions, the adjacency matrix consisting of zeros and ones is created according to rule given in the Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 [16]. For the TF connectivity matrix:

http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/content/28/1/639/suppl/DC1
\[ M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if the gene } i \text{ is targeted by the TF } j. \\
0, & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]  
(3.1)

For the miRNA connectivity matrix:

\[ \mu_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if the gene (or TF) } i \text{ is targeted by the miRNA } j. \\
0, & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]  
(3.2)

As a result, two connectivity matrices where the existing connections between nodes are shown with the ones are obtained with the following form:

![Diagram showing TF and miRNA connection matrices](image)

**Figure 3.1: Form of connection matrices**

### 3.1.2 Dataset Retrieved from FANTOM4 EdgeExpress Database

The second dataset, will be called FANTOM network through the document, collected from the Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome 4 (FANTOM4) database which is an international collaborative project focusing on the transcriptional landscape in the mammalian genome with the aim of making the network predictions accessible [18].

In FANTOM4, the predictions are made based on the expression profiles and promoter regions of a human myeloid leukemia cell line which result in obtaining the interactions of TFs and the genes with the weight parameter which is an indicator of the significance of the predicted connections [19] [43]. Additionally, siRNA perturbation edges, chromatin immunoprecipitation edges, protein-protein interaction edges and miRNA target gene edges are made available to users [18].

The FANTOM4 EdgeExpress database also offers users two types of visualization options which are the center view showing all the regulatory elements, possible interactions and the expression graphs of the queried gene and the subnet view providing a graphical network view consisting of nodes and edges for the queried set of genes (and/ or miRNAs).
3.1.2.1 FANTOM Network Information According to Different Weight Thresholds

The target information of TFs and miRNAs given within the FANTOM4 Database are obtained by downloading XML files which contain the target information of TFs and miRNAs, and parsing these files with the Python script developed (given in Appendix B.2 for TF connections and B.1 for miRNA connections) according to the different weight parameters. The target information is transferred to the CSV files separately for every resultant network, both of which consist of two columns; the first column contains the HGNC symbol of TFs and mirBase IDs of miRNAs and the second column contains the HGNC symbols of genes which are targeted by the TF and/or miRNA given in the first column.

The human-mouse orthologs of the genes that are included in the resulting networks are identified using homologene data which are available online \(^2\), using a Python script (given in Appendix B.3). The miRNA homologs are retrieved from the miRBase database and are cross matched with the same Python script to be able to take the human-mouse ortholog subset of the FANTOM miRNA connection dataset.

The total number of human-mouse conserved connections of miRNAs and TFs are provided in the Table 3.1 with the total number of miRNAs, TFs and genes that are included in the network for the given weight parameter. In addition to the network information, the changes in the original numbers of research interests which are described in detail in the Section 3.2 are shown in the Figure 3.2 according to different weights.

Although it is observed that the number of cFFCs, the number of the cFFC targeted genes, cFFC redundancy, miRNA derived cFFC and TF derived redundancy which are given in the Figure 3.2 show little deviation after the 1.2 weight threshold, in order to obtain the highly significant predictions of connections with minimum number of false positives, the weight parameter is set to 1.5 as suggested in the study conducted by Suzuki et. al. (2009) \(^43\). Hence, the randomization is implemented to the network which contains 137 miRNAs, 274 TFs and 6749 genes from which the total number of human-mouse conserved regulatory connections are identified as 6631 for miRNAs and 60969 for TFs.

3.2 Key Terms Used in the Network Analysis

3.2.1 Composite Feed Forward Circuits

As mentioned in the Section 2.2.2 FFLs are the most abundant and significant network motifs that found are in biological networks such as transcriptional regulator network and are initially defined as three node subgraphs consisting of one general TF which is also known as a master regulator, one specific TF and their shared target gene \(^28\). On the other hand, since the aim of this study is to uncover the differences between

Table 3.1: Network information for different weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>weight ≥ 0</th>
<th>number of miRNAs</th>
<th>number of TFs</th>
<th>number of genes</th>
<th>number of miRNA connections</th>
<th>number of TF connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.1</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.2</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.3</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.4</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.5</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.6</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.7</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.8</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 0.9</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.0</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.1</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.2</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.3</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.4</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ≥ 1.5</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>10467</td>
<td>90782</td>
<td>90782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TFs and miRNAs in terms of their contribution to the GRNs, the FFL is specified as a composite feed-forward circuit (cFFC) which is also a significant biological network motif that is composed of a miRNA as a master regulator, a TF and a gene in which both TF and gene are repressed by the miRNA whereas the shared target of the TF-miRNA pair is stimulated by TF [48].

![Figure 3.3: A unitary cFFC. The unitary cFFC involves miRNA, TF and gene. miRNA represses its targets concurrently, whereas TF functions as an activator for the shared target.](image)

In this thesis, the real GRNs and the randomized networks are searched for such cFFCs, and the resulting total number of cFFCs are compared using the methods given in the Section 3.4.

3.2.2 cFFC Targeted Genes

Because of the fact that a gene can participate in more than one cFFC as illustrated in the Figure 3.4, the cFFC targeted genes are defined as the set of genes that are included in at least one cFFC [16].
Figure 3.2: Change in the initial numbers according to different weight thresholds
Within the scope of this study, the number of the cFFC targeted genes are obtained for both real GRNs and its random permutations.

3.2.3 cFFC Redundancy

As mentioned before and illustrated in the Figure 3.4, the redundancy of the network may be increased by forming cFFCs around a shared targeted gene by additional loops of TFs and miRNAs. In other words, some genes are regulated by more than one cFFC. Therefore, cFFC redundancy is described as the average number of cFFCs that are involved in regulating a gene [16]. The cFFC redundancy is calculated by taking the ratio of total number of cFFCs to the number of cFFC targeted genes.

In order to see the main cause in the formation of cFFC redundancy, it is partitioned into two factors, namely; "miRNA derived cFFC redundancy" and "TF derived cFFC redundancy".

3.2.3.1 miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy

The miRNA derived redundancy, whose pattern is shown in the Figure 3.4b is obtained by taking the ratio of total number of cFFCs to the total number of TF-gene connections that are included in cFFCs. The aim is to determine the redundancy which originates from cFFCs that involve the extra miRNA loops that occur around the same TF-gene edge. For example, in the Figure 3.4b, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy equals three because of the fact that it only includes one TF-gene edge, while there exist three cFFCs that are constituted by extra miRNA loops.

3.2.3.2 TF Derived cFFC Redundancy

In a similar manner with the miRNA derived redundancy, the TF derived redundancy is defined as the ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the total number of miRNA-gene edges that are involved in cFFCs in order to determine the cFFC redundancy that is caused by additional TF loopings around the same miRNA-gene edges. In Figure 3.4c, the TF derived redundancy equals three since the module contains three cFFC with the one shared miRNA-gene connection.
Figure 3.4: Sub-network views for multiple cFFCs [16]. Figure 3.4a, 3.4b, and 3.4c illustrate the patterns of the genes that are targeted by more than one cFFC. Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c also represent the sub-networks that are made redundant by miRNAs and TFs, respectively.

3.3 Randomization Procedure

3.3.1 Main Randomization Procedure

In this study, three main randomization procedures are applied to both datasets, which are; miRNA only connection matrix randomization, TF only connection matrix randomization and both TF and miRNA connection matrix randomization. Randomizations are conducted using a swapping step algorithm which results in preserving the degrees of nodes as in the real GRN. This implies that the algorithm enables the TFs and miRNAs to keep their degrees fixed while changing the destination of their outgoing edges, and genes to keep their number of incoming edges fixed while changing their regulator. The randomization of the connectivity matrices are conducted 1000 times using 500000 swapping steps for each. In every randomization, the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC targeted genes which is defined as the number of genes that are targeted by at least one cFFC, miRNA-gene edges and TF-gene edges that participate in cFFCs are reported. Besides, the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy are calculated by dividing the total number of cFFCs to the total number of the cFFC participant miRNA-gene edges and the TF-gene edges for each randomization iteration.

3.3.1.1 Pseudocode of the Main Randomization Procedure

The data files that contain the TF connections and the miRNA connections are converted to hash tables (the dictionary data type) using the Algorithm 1 and 2 for Iwama et. al. data and FANTOM data, respectively. After creating dictionaries, the countforcc function is used to calculate the number of cFFCs and the cFFC dependent terms such as cFFC targeted genes, cFFC redundancy etc. It holds the number of the cFFC targeted genes, the cFFC participant miRNA-gene edge number and the cFFC participant TF-gene edge number in the dictionaries which are genecountdict, miredgecountdict and tfedgecountdict, respectively.

The randomization of the connections are conducted using the randomizematrix function.
The source codes are provided in Appendix B.4.

**Procedure 1** Python Dictionary Creator Function for IwamaEtAl Dataset

```python
function READMATRIX(filename)
    open filename
    headerline ← first row
    locs ← first line [1 to length of headerline]
    mydict ← empty dictionary
    for ∀ key ∈ locs do
        mydict[key] ← empty dictionary
    end for
    for ∀ line ∈ filename do
        values ← line entities separated by comma
        geneid ← first entity of values
        interactions ← remaining entities of values
        for ∀ i ∈ range of interactions’ length do
            if i^{th} element of interactions equals 1 then
                set mydict[locs[i]][geneid] to 1
            end if
        end for
    end for
    close filename
    return (mydict, locs)
end function
```

**Procedure 2** Python Dictionary Creator Function for FANTOM Dataset

```python
function READMATRIX(filename)
    open filename
    locs ← empty list
    mydict ← empty dictionary
    for ∀ line ∈ filename do
        values ← line entities separated by comma
        regulator ← first entity of the values
        geneid ← second entity of the values
        if regulator ∉ locs then
            add regulator to locs
        end if
        if regulator is not a key of mydict then
            mydict[regulator] ← empty dictionary
        end if
        mydict[regulator][geneid] ← 1
    end for
    close filename
    return (mydict, locs)
end function
```
Procedure 3 cFFC Count Function

function COUNTFORcFFC(mirna, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict, miredgecountdict, tfedgecountdict)
    targets of mir ← mirdict[mirna]
    count ← 0
    for ∀ t in targets do
        if t is a key of tfdict then
            for g ∈ tfdict[t] do
                if g is a key of targets then
                    if t is not equal to g then
                        increase count by 1
                        if g is a key of genecountdict then
                            increase genecountdict[g] by 1
                        else
                            set genecountdict[g] to 1
                        end if
                    end if
                    if m is not a key of miredgecountdict then
                        miredgecountdict[m] ← empty dictionary
                    else
                        set miredgecountdict[m][g] to 1
                    end if
                end if
            end for
        end if
    end for
    return count
end function
Procedure 4 Connection Randomization Function

function RANDOMIZEMATRIX(mydict)

firstnode ← randomly selected key from mydict
secondnode ← randomly selected key from mydict

while length of mydict[firstnode] is 0 do
    reselect firstnode
end while

while length of mydict[secondnode] is 0 do
    reselect secondnode
end while

firsttarget ← randomly selected key from mydict[firstnode]
secondtarget ← randomly selected key from mydict[secondnode]

if mydict[secondnode] has key firsttarget or mydict[firstnode] has key secondtarget then
    return 0
end if

remove firsttarget from mydict[firstnode]
add secondtarget to mydict[firstnode]
set mydict[firstnode][secondtarget] to 1
remove secondtarget from mydict[secondnode]
add firsttarget to mydict[secondnode]
set mydict[secondnode][firsttarget] to 1

return 1

end function
Procedure 5 Applications of Functions

number of replicates ← 1000
number of swapping steps ← 500000
number of cFFCs ← open writable file
number of cFFC targeted genes ← open writable file
tf derived redundancy ← open writable file
(mirdict,mirlist) ← READMATRIX("mirna_connection_matrix.csv") ▷ mirdict holds miRNA-target information
(tfdict,tflist) ← READMATRIX("tf_connection_matrix.csv") ▷ tfdict holds TF-target information
for i ∈ range 0 to number of replicates do
  swaps ← 0
  while swaps < number of swapping steps do
    swaps ← swaps + RANDOMIZEMATRIX(mirdict)
  end while
  while swaps < number of swapping steps do
    swaps ← swaps + RANDOMIZEMATRIX(tfdict)
  end while
  swaps ← 0
  swaps 2 ← 0
  while swaps < number of swapping steps do
    swaps ← swaps + RANDOMIZEMATRIX(mirdict)
  end while
  while swaps 2 < number of swapping steps do
    swaps 2 ← swaps 2 + RANDOMIZEMATRIX(tfdict)
  end while

Only miRNA connection matrix randomization
Both miRNA - TF connection matrices randomization
Only TF connection matrix randomization
Procedure 5 Applications of Functions (Continued)

```plaintext
geneCountDict ← empty dictionary  // cFFC targeted genes
mirEdgeCountDict ← empty dictionary  // cFFC participant miRNA-target pairs
tfEdgeCountDict ← empty dictionary  // cFFC participant TF-target pairs
total ← 0  // total number of cFFCs
mirtargetedEdgeCount ← 0  // cFFC participant miRNA-target edge count
tftargetedEdgeCount ← 0  // cFFC participant TF-target edge count

for mir in mirdict do
    count ← count + COUNTFORCFFC(mir, mirdict, tfdict, geneCountDict, mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
    total ← total + count
end for

for ∀ x ∈ keys of mirEdgeCountDict do
    mirtargetedEdgeCount ← mirtargetedEdgeCount + length of mirEdgeCountDict[x]
end for

for ∀ y ∈ keys of tfEdgeCountDict do
    tftargetedEdgeCount ← tftargetedEdgeCount + length of tfEdgeCountDict[y]
end for

mirnaderivedredundancy ← float(total) / (mirtargetedEdgeCount)
tfderivedredundancy ← float(total) / (tftargetedEdgeCount)
write length of geneCountDict to file "number of cFFC targeted genes"
write total to file "number of cFFCs"
write mirtargetedredundancy to file "mirna derived redundancy"
write tftargetedredundancy to file "tf derived redundancy"
```

3.3.2 Partial Randomization Procedure

Partial randomization procedure consists of two sub-processes, which are the miRNA-TF connections randomization and the miRNA - non-TF connection randomization. This is done to reveal whether the difference between the edge numbers of TFs and miRNAs in an unitary cFFC affects the results, or not. In the miRNA-TF connection randomization, the edges between miRNAs and the genes that are not TF are kept unchanged, while in the miRNA - non-TF target randomization, the miRNA - TF connections are kept fixed. The partial randomization procedure is applied to only miRNA connection matrix since the procedure corresponds to the TF randomization in a way that it swaps one edge for miRNA or one edge for TF [16].

In the same way with the main randomization procedure, the degree preserving swapping step algorithm is used to partially randomize the miRNA connection matrix with 500,000 swapping steps to generate 1,000 random networks. In every randomization, the number of cFFCs, the number of the cFFC targeted genes, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy is reported.

The partial randomization results obtained from Iwama et. al. data are discussed in Section 4.2 and the randomization results belonging to the FANTOM data are discussed in the Section 4.4. The source codes are also provided in Appendix B.5.
3.3.2.1 Pseudocode of the Partial Randomization Procedure

3.3.2.1.1 miRNA - Gene Connection Only Randomization

Procedure 6 and 7 given below are used with the Procedures 1, 2, and 3 in the randomization of the miRNA - non-TF target connections. The randomizematrix function is modified to not select miRNA-TF edges for swapping, and the main part in which the functions are called is revised to randomize only miRNA connections data. The source codes are presented in Appendix B.5.1.

**Procedure 6 Connection Randomization Function**

```plaintext
function randomizematrix(mydict, tfnames)
    firstnode ← randomly selected key from mydict
    secondnode ← randomly selected key from mydict
    while length of mydict[firstnode] is 0 do
        reselect firstnode
    end while
    while length of mydict[secondnode] is 0 do
        reselect secondnode
    end while
    firsttarget ← randomly selected key from mydict[firstnode]
    seconddtarget ← randomly selected key from mydict[secondnode]
    if firsttarget ∈ tfnames or seconddtarget in tfnames then
        return 0
    end if
    if mydict[secondnode] has key firsttarget or mydict[firstnode] has key secondtarget then
        return 0
    end if
    remove firsttarget from mydict[firstnode]
    add seconddtarget to mydict[firstnode]
    set mydict[firstnode][seconddtarget] to 1
    remove seconddtarget from mydict[secondnode]
    add firsttarget to mydict[secondnode]
    set mydict[secondnode][firsttarget] to 1
    return 1
end function
```
**Procedure 7 Applications of Functions**

- Number of replicates $\leftarrow 1000$
- Number of swapping steps $\leftarrow 500000$
- Number of cFFCs $\leftarrow$ open writable file
- Number of cFFC targeted genes $\leftarrow$ open writable file
- Mirna derived redundancy $\leftarrow$ open writable file
- Tf derived redundancy $\leftarrow$ open writable file

$\texttt{(mirdict,mirlist) \leftarrow \textsc{readmatrix}("mirna\_connection\_matrix.csv") \quad \triangleright \text{mirdict}}$

Holds miRNA-target information

$\texttt{(tfdict,tfflist) \leftarrow \textsc{readmatrix}("tf\_connection\_matrix.csv") \quad \triangleright \text{tfdict}}$

Holds TF-target information

```plaintext
for i \in \text{range} \ 0 \ to \ \text{number of replicates} \ do
  \text{swaps} \leftarrow 0
  \textbf{while} \ \text{swaps} < \text{number of swapping steps} \ \textbf{do}
    \text{swaps} \leftarrow \text{swaps} + \textsc{randomizematrix}(\texttt{mirdict})
  \textbf{end while}
  \texttt{genecountdict} \leftarrow \text{empty dictionary} \quad \triangleright \text{cFF targeted genes}
  \texttt{mirEdgeCountDict} \leftarrow \text{empty dictionary} \quad \triangleright \text{cFF participant miRNA-target pairs}
  \texttt{tfEdgeCountDict} \leftarrow \text{empty dictionary} \quad \triangleright \text{cFF participant TF-target pairs}
  \texttt{total} \leftarrow 0 \quad \triangleright \text{total number of cFFCs}
  \texttt{mirtargetedgecount} \leftarrow 0 \quad \triangleright \text{cFF participant miRNA-target edge count}
  \texttt{tftargetedgecount} \leftarrow 0 \quad \triangleright \text{cFF participant TF-target edge count}
  \textbf{for} \ \texttt{mir} \ \textbf{in} \ \texttt{mirdict} \ \textbf{do}
    \texttt{count} \leftarrow \text{count} + \texttt{countforCFFC}(<\texttt{mir}, \texttt{mirdict}, \ \texttt{tfdict}, \ \texttt{genecountdict}, \texttt{mirEdgeCountDict}, \texttt{tfEdgeCountDict})
  \texttt{total} \leftarrow \texttt{total} + \texttt{count}
  \textbf{end for}
  \textbf{for} \ \forall \ \texttt{x} \ \in \ \text{keys of} \ \texttt{mirEdgeCountDict} \ \textbf{do}
    \texttt{mirtargetedgecount} \leftarrow \texttt{mirtargetedgecount} + \texttt{length of} \ \texttt{mirEdgeCountDict}[\texttt{x}]
  \textbf{end for}
  \textbf{for} \ \forall \ \texttt{y} \ \in \ \text{keys of} \ \texttt{tfEdgeCountDict} \ \textbf{do}
    \texttt{tftargetedgecount} \leftarrow \texttt{tftargetedgecount} + \texttt{length of} \ \texttt{tfEdgeCountDict}[\texttt{y}]
  \textbf{end for}
  \text{mirnaderivedredundancy} \leftarrow \text{float}(\texttt{total}) / (\texttt{mirtargetedgecount})
  \text{tfderivedredundancy} \leftarrow \text{float}(\texttt{total}) / (\texttt{tftargetedgecount})
  \text{write length of} \ \texttt{genecountdict} \ \text{to file} "\text{number of cFFC targeted genes}"
  \text{write total to file} "\text{number of cFFCs}"
  \text{write} \ \text{mirnaderivedredundancy} \ \text{to file} "\text{mirna derived redundancy}"
  \text{write} \ \text{tfderivedredundancy} \ \text{to file} "\text{tf derived redundancy}"
\textbf{end for}
```

### 3.3.2.1.2 miRNA - TF Connection Only Randomization

This, in addition to the Procedures 1, 2 and 3, involves functions that create inverse dictionaries of the miRNA connection matrix, extracts the non-TF connections from the miRNA connection matrix and merges the extracted connections with the miRNA-TF connections in order to count the number of cFFCs, cFFC targeted genes, miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and TF derived cFFC redundancy after randomization. The
The pseudo code of the functions mentioned is given as Procedures 8, 9, and 10, and their implementation steps are provided in Procedure 11. The source codes are included in Appendix B.5.2.

**Procedure 8 Inverse Dictionary Creator Function**

```plaintext
function INVERTDICT(mydict)
  invertedict ← empty dictionary
  for all key, value pairs in mydict do
    for all subkey, subvalue pairs in mydict[key] do
      if subkey is not a key of invertedict then
        invertedict[subkey] ← empty dictionary
      end if
      set invertedict[subkey][key] to subvalue
    end for
  end for
  return invertedict
end function
```

**Procedure 9 Function to Extract miRNA - TF Edges from miRNA Connection Dictionary**

```plaintext
function EXTRACT(invertedict, locs, mydict)
  excludedinteractions ← empty dictionary
  allgenes ← keys of invertedict
  onlygenes ← allgenes - locs
  for all key,value pairs in mydict do
    for all subkey,subvalue pairs in mydict[key] do
      if subkey ∈ onlygenes then
        delete mydict[key][subkey]
        if key is not a key of excludedinteractions then
          excludedinteractions[key] ← empty dictionary
        end if
        set excludedinteractions[key][subkey] to 1
      end if
    end for
    if length of mydict[key] equals 0 then
      delete mydict[key]
    end if
  end for
  return (mydict, excludedinteractions)
end function
```
Procedure 10 Function to Merge Extracted miRNA-gene Edges with the Randomized miRNA-TF Edges

```plaintext
function merge(mydict, excludedinteractions)
    for key in excludedinteractions do
        if key in mydict then
            if mydict[key] and excludedinteractions[key] is instances of dictionary
                add entities of excludedinteractions[key] to mydict[key]
            end if
        else
            mydict[key] ← excludedinteractions[key]
        end if
    end for
    return mydict
end function
```
Procedure 11 Applications of Functions

number of replicates ← 1000
number of swapping steps ← 500000
number of cFFCs ← open writable file
number of cFFC targeted genes ← open writable file
mirna derived redundancy ← open writable file
tf derived redundancy ← open writable file
(mirdict, mirlist) ← READMATRIX("mirna_connection_matrix.csv") ➔ mirdict holds miRNA-target information
(tfdict, tfslist) ← READMATRIX("tf_connection_matrix.csv") ➔ tfdict holds TF-target information
mirtargetdict ← INVERTDICT(mirdict) ➔ reverse miRNA connection dictionary in which keys are miRNA targets

for i ∈ range 0 to number of replicates do
  swaps ← 0
  mergedmirdict ← empty dictionary
  (mirtfdict, mirgenedict) = EXTRACT(mirtargetdict, tfslist, mirdict))
  while swaps < number of swapping steps do
    swaps ← swaps + RANDOMIZEMATRIX(mirdict)
  end while
  genecountdict ← empty dictionary ➔ cFFC targeted genes
  mirEdgeCountDict ← empty dictionary ➔ cFFC participant miRNA-target pairs
  tfEdgeCountDict ← empty dictionary ➔ cFFC participant TF-target pairs
  total ← 0 ➔ total number of cFFCs
  mirtargetededgecount ← 0 ➔ cFFC participant miRNA-target edge count
  tftargetededgecount ← 0 ➔ cFFC participant TF-target edge count
  mergedmirdict ← MERGE(mirtfdict, mirgenedict)
  for mir in mirdict do
    count ← count + COUNTFORCFFC(mir, mergedmirdict, tfdict, genecountdict, mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
  end for

end for
Procedure 11 Applications of Functions (Continued)

for ∀ x ∈ keys of mirEdgeCountDict do
    mirtargetedgecount ← mirtargetedgecount + length of mirEdgeCountDict[x]
end for
for ∀ y ∈ keys of tfEdgeCountDict do
    tftargetedgecount ← tftargetedgecount + length of tfEdgeCountDict[y]
end for
mirnaderivedredundancy ← float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
tfderivedredundancy ← float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
write length of genecountdict to file "number of cFF C targeted genes"
write total to file "number of cFFCs"
write mirnaderivedredundancy to file "mirna derived redundancy"
write tfderivedredundancy to file "tf derived redundancy"
end for

3.4 Statistical Analysis

3.4.1 Normality Tests

3.4.1.1 Quantile-Quantile Plots (Q-Q Plots)

The quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot is a specialized scatter plot of two CDFs in which the quantiles of a CDF, \( F(x) \), are plotted against the corresponding quantiles of a CDF, \( G(x) \) in order to assess the goodness of fit and provide graphical means in estimating parameters of distributions which belong to the same location-scale family \[21\]. In other words, the Q-Q plot gives initial information about the underlying distribution before conducting further statistical analyses and without specifying the parameters. Its usefulness also arises from that every entry has a unique position in the plot and it is possible to represent whole dataset within the plot without the need for arbitrary categories.

To reveal the underlying distribution, the comparison can be made with two empirical CDFs, or one theoretical and one empirical CDF. If the compared distributions are identical, the quantiles are spread on a straight line in \( y = x \) axis. When \( F(x) \) is a linear function of \( G(x) \), the quantiles still form a straight line but the slope of the line differs from 1 which indicates the distributions are mainly similar except their location and scale parameters \[46\].

Because of the fact that the quantiles, also known as plotting positions, are a function of rank \( i \) and the sample size \( n \) that shows rapid changes for sparse densities and slow changes for high densities, it is sensitive to the disparities in the tails of distributions \[12\].

The general formula to calculate plotting positions is

\[
p = (i - a)/(n + 1 - a),
\]

where \( a \) is a distinctive constant within the interval \([0, 0.5]\) based on the distribution
taken as reference, i.e. for normal distribution, the best suitable formula is the Blom where the $a$ equals 0.375 [13].

Normal probability plots are a specialized type of Q-Q plots where standard normal distribution is used as a theoretical distribution in order to test the normality of empirical CDF, visually. The observed values are ranked and the corresponding plotting positions are calculated. Then, for every plotting position, each quantile from both distributions are paired to construct a normal probability plot [15]. Note that the quantiles of standard normal distribution can be obtained from a standard normal distribution table or from a statistical package which contains computationally approximated values of the inverse standard normal distribution.

In this study, the normal probability plots are constructed using R for miRNA connection only randomization, TF connection only randomization, and both TF-miRNA connection randomization based on Iwama et. al and the FANTOM dataset to be able to get an insight of whether the normality assumption holds, or not. The results are discussed in Section 4.1.1 and 4.3.1.

3.4.1.2 Shapiro-Wilk Test

Besides assessing the goodness of fit of the datasets to the normal distribution using probability plots, the datasets are also tested to detect if there exists departure from normality using a powerful parametric approach that is the Shapiro-Wilk’s $W$ statistic which was originally constructed by Shapiro and Wilk and applicable to the datasets of which the sample size, $n$, is within the interval $[3, 50]$ [39]. The $W$ statistic is defined for a random sample $y_1 < y_2 < ... < y_n$ as

$$W = \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i y_i\right)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2},$$

(3.4)

where $y_i$ is the $i^{th}$ order statistic and $\bar{y}$ is the sample mean. The calculation of $a_i$ given in the Equation [3.5] is conducted according to the expected values of the order statistics of normally and identically distributed independent random variables, denoted by $m$ and the corresponding covariance matrix, represented as $V$ [31].

$$a_i = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) = \frac{m^T V^{-1}}{\sqrt{m^T V^{-1} V^{-1} m}}.$$  (3.5)

Since the test has disadvantages such as not being appropriate for the samples larger than 50, and being ill-suited for computer implementation, Royston introduced an extension to the $W$ statistic by revising the weight approximation, and assigning a transformation that normalize the distribution of the $W$ statistic by which the calculation of the exact p-value for the sample sizes within the interval $[3, 5000]$ becomes convenient [37].

The value of the $W$ statistic is always between 0 and 1, and the obtaining a $W$ statistic which is close to 1 indicates that the dataset comes from a normal distribution [31].

In this study, the normality of the datasets which are obtained from the real GRN by applying randomization procedures is tested using Shapiro and Wilk’s $W$ statistic, and the results are discussed in Section 4.8 and 4.18.
3.4.2 One Sample Z-Test

One sample Z-test, which is also known as a one sample location test is a hypothesis testing method which is conducted in order to reveal the difference between the population mean from which the observations are randomly sampled and a particular value which is stated in the null hypothesis, under the assumption of the normality with known variance \([4]\). In the case that the variance is unknown, it can be substituted by its estimator obtained from the sample when it is large enough. Under its assumptions, the Z-test is more convenient than the t-test because of the fact that it provides particular significance levels for every Z-statistic that is calculated from the sample while t-test uses one critical value based on the sample size and specified alpha level.

In this study, the Z-test is conducted to test whether there exists significant deviation between the numbers obtained from real GRNs and the randomized networks based on the number of cFFCs, the number of the cFFC targeted genes, the cFFC redundancy, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived redundancy and its formula is given in Equation \((3.6)\)

\[
Z = \frac{(\text{value obtained from real GRNs} - \text{mean})}{\text{standard deviation}},
\]  

where the mean and the standard deviation obtained from random networks which are provided in Table \([4.2].\)\([4.9]\) and Table \([4.14].\)\([4.20]\) and the results of the Z-test are discussed in Section \([4.1.2.2].\)\([4.2.2.2]\) and Section \([4.3.2.2].\)\([4.4.2.2]\) for Iwama et. al. and the FANTOM datasets, respectively.

3.4.3 Two-Sample t-Test

The two-sample t-test is a hypothesis test which is conducted under several assumptions to reveal whether there exists a difference between the means of the populations from which the samples consisting of the randomly selected and independent observations are drawn. Besides the requisite of randomness and independence of the observations, the normality assumption must be satisfied in order to compare the equality of means using the two-sample t-test. In other words the distribution of the populations that is samples are selected from should be normal density. Homogeneity of variance implying the equality of the variances of the populations is another assumption that is required to conduct two-sample t-test \([8]\). The usage of the two-sample t-test in the case of the violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption is introduced by Welch with an approximation method that considers degrees of freedom, \(\nu\) as a random variable and estimates its distribution from the Pearsonian Type III Curve \([44]\).

The calculation of the t-statistic depending on the conditions related to the population
variances are given in Equation 3.7 by 36

\[
    t = \begin{cases} 
        \frac{\bar{X}_1 - \bar{X}_2}{\sqrt{\frac{\sigma_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{\sigma_2^2}{n_2}}}, & \text{for known variances.} \\
        \frac{\bar{X}_1 - \bar{X}_2}{\sqrt{\frac{(n_1 - 1)S_1^2 + (n_2 - 1)S_2^2}{n_1 + n_2 - 2} \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2}}}}, & \text{for equal and unknown variances.} \\
        \frac{\bar{X}_1 - \bar{X}_2}{\sqrt{\frac{S_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{S_2^2}{n_2}}}, & \text{for unequal and unknown variances.}
    \end{cases}
\]

(3.7)

In this study, the samples consisting of independent and random observations are tested for the normality and the homogeneity of variances assumptions using the Shapiro-Wilk test and the Variance Ratio F-test, respectively. Then, the two-sample t-test for unequal variances, also known as Welch’s t-test, is conducted in order to reveal the differences between the population means of the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy obtained from the same randomization procedure and the results are discussed in Section 4.1.2.5, 4.2.2.3, 4.3.2.3 and 4.4.2.3.
CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THE ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED NETWORKS

4.1 Analysis of the Main Randomization Results Based on Iwama et. al. Data

4.1.1 Q-Q Plots and Normality Tests

In order to conclude whether the data come from a normal distribution, the quantiles of the data are scaled as the ratio of the values to the maximum value of the data set, and are plotted against the quantiles of the normal distribution. Getting a plot in which the data points are spread through a straight line on the $y = x$ axis is a strong indicator of the normality. According to the graphs, there exist deviations in the tails, and the datasets do not perfectly spread through the $y = x$ axis which is a sign of non-normality.

The Q-Q plot belonging to the number of cFFCs obtained after the miRNA connection randomization is given in Figure 4.1. Q-Q plots belonging to the number of cFFCs, the number of the cFFC targeted genes, the cFFC redundancy, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy after the randomization procedure can be seen in Appendix A.
Figure 4.1: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after miRNA connection randomization
As an alternative of Q-Q plot, a parametric test can be used to test normality and the Shapiro-Wilk test is the most well known test for this purpose. Thereby, this test is conducted in order to verify that the data of the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC-targeted genes, the cFFC redundancies, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy obtained after the randomization step, are normally distributed. The results are given in Table 4.8.

Table 4.1: Shapiro-Wilk Test Results - Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA connection randomization</th>
<th>TF connection randomization</th>
<th>Both miRNA and TF connection randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFCs</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
<td>0.6264</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>0.9981</td>
<td>0.3334</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.5873</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9990</td>
<td>0.8099</td>
<td>0.9974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9991</td>
<td>0.9019</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Shapiro-Wilk test results, all p-values are greater than 0.01 indicating that the normality assumption holds. The following analyses are based on this assumption.

4.1.2 Comparison of the Simulated Data via Real Gene Regulatory Network

4.1.2.1 Random Expectations

The comparison of the simulated data with the real gene regulatory network is conducted in three main aspects, which are the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC targeted genes and the cFFC redundancy. The results obtained after each randomization procedure are given in Table 4.2. The numbers given in the first column are obtained from real GRN. The rest of the columns shows the numbers which belong to simulated data after the miRNA connection only randomization, the TF connection only randomization and both the miRNA-TF connection randomization, respectively. The mean and the standard deviations of the simulated data are also provided in Table 4.2

Table 4.2: Randomization Results of Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA Connection Randomized</th>
<th>TF Connection Randomized</th>
<th>Both miRNA and TF Connection Randomized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>43481</td>
<td>42997.65 ± 872.0966</td>
<td>43094.92 ± 871.8188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of genes targeted by cFFCs</td>
<td>2497</td>
<td>2687.458 ± 14.47494</td>
<td>2684.651 ± 15.56006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>15.99948 ± 0.3180161</td>
<td>16.05251 ± 0.3197785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2.2 Comparison of Random Expectations with Real GRN via Z-test

To be able to compare the simulated data with the real GRN, and make inferences about research questions, Z-statistics are calculated according to mean and standard deviation, and the corresponding p-values are obtained, under the assumption of normality (Table 4.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mir randomization</th>
<th>TF randomization</th>
<th>both randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.554</td>
<td>0.2897096</td>
<td>0.2722024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>-13.15778</td>
<td>7.76671×10^-40</td>
<td>-0.2689227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>4.44737</td>
<td>4.79451×10^-45</td>
<td>-0.0312857</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated Z-statistics and corresponding p-values are used to test whether there exist significant deviations between the numbers obtained from real GRN and the random expectations which are given in Table 4.2. The values in the columns are related to the miRNA-connection randomization, the TF-connection randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization, respectively.

Firstly, the hypothesis that whether the number of cFFCs belonging to real GRN is equal to the number of cFFCs of that random expectations is tested. These values indicate that there is no significant deviation between the number of cFFCs of simulated data and the real GRN meaning that the number of cFFCs in the real GRN are neither over-represented nor under-represented.

Secondly, the hypothesis mentioned above is examined in terms of the number of the cFFC targeted genes. The second row contains the Z-statistics and p-values which belong to the number of cFFC targeted genes calculated from simulated data. Small p-values, regarding miRNA-connection and both TF-miRNA connection randomization results point out that there is a significant deviation between the number of the cFFC targeted genes of the real GRN and the simulated data which implies that the number of cFFC targeted genes decreases sharply from the random expectations of the miRNA-connection randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization.

Thirdly, the mentioned hypothesis is tested regarding the cFFC redundancy. Since the p-values of the cFFC redundancy calculated after miRNA-connection randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization are very small, it leads to the conclusion that there exists a significant deviation between the cFFC redundancy of simulated data and the real GRN. It is also concluded that the cFFC redundancy in the real GRN is represented excessively according to the miRNA-connection randomization and the TF-miRNA connection both randomization. This conclusion puts forward another research question because of the fact that the increased cFFC redundancy might be an after-effect of the sharp decrease in the cFFC targeted gene numbers.
4.1.2.3 Random Expectations of TF Derived and miRNA Derived Redundancy

In order to reveal the effect of miRNAs and TFs in the increase of the cFFC redundancy and to prove that the over-representation of the cFFC redundancy in real GRN is not caused by the sharp reduction of the cFFC targeted genes, the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy are analysed separately. By that, it is tested that whether the redundancy adding role is a distinguishing property of miRNAs.

As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy is defined as the ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the total number of the TF-gene edges that is included in cFFCs. In a similar manner, the TF derived cFFC redundancy is described as the ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the total number of miRNA-gene edges that participates in cFFCs. The miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy obtained from real GRN are given in Table 4.4 with the means and standard deviations of the simulated data obtained from three different randomization procedures.

Table 4.4: Randomization Results of miRNA and TF Derived Redundancy Obtained from Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA Connection Randomized</th>
<th>TF Connection Randomized</th>
<th>Both miRNA and TF Connection Randomized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived redundancy</td>
<td>3.12 ± 0.027</td>
<td>3.13 ± 0.014</td>
<td>2.14 ± 0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>2.03 ± 0.046</td>
<td>2.02 ± 0.009</td>
<td>1.99 ± 0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2.4 Comparison of Redundancies with respect to Real GRN via Z-test

To be able to compare the random expectations given in the Table 4.4 with the real GRN statistically, the Z-scores and the corresponding p-values which are shown in the Table 4.5 are calculated.

Table 4.5: Comparison of Real GRN with Random Networks in terms of miRNA Derived and TF Derived Redundancy - Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mi randomization</th>
<th>tf randomization</th>
<th>both randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>36.48859</td>
<td>1.698901 × 10^-290</td>
<td>-0.268682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.383769</td>
<td>0.383769</td>
<td>0.383769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Z-test results given in Table 4.5, it is clearly seen that the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy in real GRN shows significant deviation from random networks that are created by the miRNA connection randomization (p-value = 1.698901 × 10^-290) and the TF-miRNA connection both randomization (p-value = 4.101235 × 10^-278) implying that the real GRN is made redundant by miRNAs, while there is no significant
difference between real GRN and random networks of all three randomization procedures in terms of the TF derived cFFC redundancy. Concordant with the previous results, TF networks again remain steady by showing no alterations to the conformational changes in the miRNA networks.

### 4.1.2.5 Comparison of Redundancies via the t-test

Besides the comparison of the results which are produced from randomization with that of real GRN, the TF derived redundancy and the miRNA derived redundancy that are obtained from the same randomization procedure are also compared by conducting the Welch’s t-test because of the fact that the assumption of homogeneity of variance which is a requirement of the two-sample t-test is not satisfied according to the variance ratio F-test of which the results are given in Table 4.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.6: Results of Variance Ratio F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Connection Randomization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.7: Results of Welch’s t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Connection Randomization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hypothesis that there exists no significant difference between the means of the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy is tested for the miRNA connection only randomization, the TF connection only randomization and both the TF-miRNA connection randomization, separately, and the results are given in Table 4.7. Although the result of the t-test between miRNA derived redundancy and TF derived redundancy is reported as non-significant for the dataset obtained from only TF randomization procedure in the study conducted with the same real GRNs by Iwama et. al. (2010), the test statistics obtained in this thesis are large and the corresponding p-values are smaller than 0.01 for all three randomization procedures. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that the population means of the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy are different for only miRNA connection randomization, only TF connection randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization. It is also revealed that the miRNA derived redundancy is more frequent than TF derived redundancy which leads to the conclusion that causing redundancy is a distinct property of miRNAs.

Although the results that are obtained so far revealed the differences of miRNAs and TFs in terms of their contribution to the GRNs, there is a possibility that the results could be affected by the difference between the out-degrees of miRNAs and TFs that
is included in a unitary cFFC. In other words, since a unitary cFFC contains two miRNA edges and one TF edge and accordingly the miRNA connection matrix includes both genes and TF as its targets, the randomization procedure shuffles two edges in miRNA randomization. Thereby, the partial randomization procedures miRNA-TF targets only randomization and miRNA-gene targets only randomization are applied to dataset in order to control whether the imbalance between the edge numbers in a unitary cFFC creates biased results while randomizing the real GRN.

4.2 Analysis of Partial Randomization Results Based on Iwama et. al. Data

4.2.1 Q-Q Plots and Normality Tests

The Q-Q plots of the number of cFFCs, the number of the cFFC targeted genes, cFFC redundancies, miRNA derived cFFC redundancies and TF derived cFFC redundancies which are obtained from the simulated data as a result of partial randomization procedures which is conducted to the miRNA connection matrix by randomizing only miRNA-gene edges and only miRNA-TF edges, separately, are provided in Appendix A.

The plots share similarities with the Q-Q plots of simulations which are generated by using main randomization procedure in terms of the deviations from the straight line in tails. In order to conclude that whether this deviations cause non-normality, the Shapiro - Wilk test is conducted and the test statistics are given in Table 4.8 with the corresponding p-values.

The Q-Q plot of the number of the cFFC targeted genes from the miRNA-gene connection randomization and the miRNA-TF connection randomization are given in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 respectively, as an example of the departure from the normality line at the tails.
Figure 4.2: Q-Q plot of normality for only miRNA-gene connection randomization for number of cFFC targeted genes.
Figure 4.3: QQ plot of normality for only miRNA-TF connection randomization for number of cFFC targeted genes
Table 4.8: Shapiro-Wilk Test Results of Partial Randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA-gene connection randomization</th>
<th>miRNA-TF connection randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFCs</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.5464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.09949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.2963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9991</td>
<td>0.09949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.5543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Shapiro - Wilk test results, the datasets are distributed normally since all the p-values are greater than 0.01 which enables the usage of parametric approaches such as the Z-test.

4.2.2 Comparison of the Simulated Data via Real Gene Regulatory Network

4.2.2.1 Random Expectations

The numbers observed from real GRN are provided in the first column of the Table 4.9. The second and third columns contain the random expectations and the corresponding standard deviations belonging to the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC targeted genes, the cFFC redundancies, the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy which are calculated from the simulated data that are generated from the miRNA-gene connection randomization and the miRNA-TF connection randomization. To be able to make statistical inferences about the difference between the observed values and the random expectations, the Z-test is conducted, for which results are discussed in the next section.

Table 4.9: Results of Partial Randomization of Iwama et. al. miRNA Connection Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real GRN Observed</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of genes</td>
<td>43481</td>
<td>43807.27 ± 117.2996</td>
<td>4324.5 ± 51.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeted by cFFCs</td>
<td>4287</td>
<td>43807.27 ± 117.2996</td>
<td>4324.5 ± 51.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>16.31034 ± 0.0875672</td>
<td>16.41923 ± 0.0334967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFCs</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>2.26732 ± 0.0875672</td>
<td>2.25701 ± 0.0334967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redundancy</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.04066 ± 0.0056872</td>
<td>2.00026 ± 0.0334967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2.2 Comparison of Random Expectations with Real GRNs via Z-test

Being consistent with the previous results, the partial randomization revealed that there exists a significant difference between the real GRN and the random networks in
terms of the cFFC targeted genes and the cFFC redundancy for both the miRNA-TF connection randomization and the miRNA-gene connection randomization. Accordingly, the cFFC targeted genes are represented inadequately whereas the cFFC redundancy is over-represented, in the real GRN. Additionally, it is also observed that the difference between real GRN and the random networks is statistically significant in terms of the miRNA derived redundancy which is also over-represented in real GRNs for both partial randomization procedure.

In contrast with the over representation of miRNA derived redundancy, the TF derived redundancy is inadequately represented in real GRN compared with the random networks for miRNA-gene connection randomization and it shows no deviation between the real GRN and the random networks for miRNA-TF randomization.

As opposed to the previous results, in which the number of cFFCs in random networks show no significant deviation from that of real GRN, one sees two different characteristics in partial randomizations. For the miRNA-TF connection randomization, the observed value is significantly different from the random expectation of the number of cFFC in the favor of real GRN. In contrast to over-representation in miRNA-TF connection randomization, it shows a decrease from the random expectation in miRNA-gene connection randomization which implies that miRNAs tend to regulate their targeted gene indirectly through TFs by reducing the cFFC formation while the cFFC formation is preferred in the direct effects of miRNAs on TFs.

Table 4.10: Comparison of Z and P Values of Partial Randomization based on Iwama et. al. miRNA Connection Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>-2.78475</td>
<td>2.20347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.002705627</td>
<td>0.01189985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>-14.35863</td>
<td>-5.039163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>3.058015e-50</td>
<td>2.337862e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>12.6042</td>
<td>4.217594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>1.000975e-36</td>
<td>1.234613e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>97.57376</td>
<td>26.88819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.509447e-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>-2.58678</td>
<td>0.8112788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.0048439043</td>
<td>0.2088028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2.3 Comparison of Redundancies via t-test

In order to test the difference between the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy obtained from randomization with fixed miRNA-TF edges, the Welch’s t-test is applied to the results since the equality of variances assumption is not satisfied according to the variance ratio F-test whose p-value is given in Table 4.11. Hence all assumptions which are prerequisite of the two sample t-test are satisfied, it is used to test the difference between the population means of miRNA derived redundancy and TF derived redundancy. The variance ratio F-test and the t-test results are provided in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 respectively.
Table 4.11: Results of Variance Ratio F-test - Partial Randomization of Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>2.3477</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2 x 10^{-16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12: Results of two sample t-test - Partial Randomization of Iwama et. al. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>2.3477</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2 x 10^{-16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the t-test results, the population means of the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy are not equal and the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy is greater than the TF derived cFFC redundancy for both partial randomization procedure.

Given the fact that the results obtained from the main randomization procedure are confirmed with the partial randomization results regarding the under representation of cFFC targeted genes, over representation of the cFFC redundancy and the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy, and obtaining lower TF derived redundancy than miRNA derived redundancy, it is concluded that the different edge numbers of TFs and miRNAs in a cFFC do not create bias in the results.

4.3 Analysis of the Main Randomization Results Based on FANTOM Data

4.3.1 Q-Q Plots and Normality Test

The quantiles of the data are plotted against the quantiles of the normal distribution in order to decide whether the underlying distribution of the datasets fit to a normal distribution. According to the graphs, all datasets spread through the $y = x$ axis, which means the compared distributions are almost identical with normal distribution, although there exist some weak deviations in the tails. The Q-Q plot of number of cFFCs obtained by randomizing only the TF connection matrix of FANTOM data is given in Figure 4.4 as an example of the common pattern that is observed in the Q-Q plots of all other features, which are provided in Appendix A.3.

Besides the visualization method that shows the deviations of the experimental data from the normal distribution, the Shapiro-Wilk test which is a parametric approach is used to test whether the deviations in the tails that are observed in the Q-Q plots cause non-normality. The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test are given in Table 4.18.
Figure 4.4: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
According to the Shapiro-Wilk test results, all p-values are greater than 0.01 which indicate that the datasets are distributed normally, despite of the fact that there exist some weak deviations in the tails, and this enables the use of the Z-test and the two-sample t-test for further analyses.

4.3.2 Comparison of the Simulated Data via Real Gene Regulatory Network

4.3.2.1 Random Expectations

The random expectations and the corresponding standard deviations of the five variables obtained from three different connection randomizations are provided in Table 4.14 with the original counts that are observed from the real GRN. These numbers are used to calculate the Z-statistics and their p-values in order to make statistical inferences about the significance of the differences between the real GRN and the randomized networks in the next section.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, it should be noted that the number of cFFCs and the number of cFFC targeted genes obtained from original FANTOM network are far below the numbers observed from the Iwama et al. network because of the weight threshold which is set to 1.5 in order to obtain significant regulator-target connections as suggested in the study conducted by Suzuki et. al. [43].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.14: Randomization Results of FANTOM Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.3.2.2 Comparison of Random Expectations with Real GRN via Z-test

The hypotheses that are mentioned in Section 4.1.2.2 and Section 4.1.2.3 are tested using the initial numbers of the real FANTOM GRN with its random expectations via Z-test, for which the Z-statistics and the corresponding p-values are given in Table 4.15.

**Table 4.15: Comparison of Z and P Values - FANTOM Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mir randomization</th>
<th>tf randomization</th>
<th>t5-mir randomization</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>0.5789443</td>
<td>0.2813134</td>
<td>1.048122</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.288842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>-7.100934</td>
<td>6.225900-13</td>
<td>0.6041078</td>
<td>0.2863404</td>
<td>-6.500758</td>
<td>2.7000078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>12.38426</td>
<td>6.353243</td>
<td>0.7730124</td>
<td>0.2197575</td>
<td>10.88374</td>
<td>6.889215e-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>32.90066</td>
<td>1.004623-227</td>
<td>0.82465466</td>
<td>0.2047869</td>
<td>3.53348</td>
<td>1.459000-218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.05730273</td>
<td>0.4773182</td>
<td>0.3530971</td>
<td>-5.079743e-05</td>
<td>0.4999797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 4.15, it is clearly seen that the interpretations that are made based on the Z-test results of the FANTOM data are consistent with that of obtained from Iwama et. al. data.

The difference between the number of cFFCs of the real GRN and the randomized networks is not statistically significant since the p-values are bigger than 0.01 for all three different connection randomization implying that the number of cFFCs is neither over-represented nor under-represented in the real GRN when compared to the randomized networks.

While the difference between the real GRN and the randomized networks in terms of the number of cFFC targeted genes is insignificant in the TF connection only randomization, it is under-represented in the real GRN when compared to the miRNA connection randomization and both the TF-miRNA connection randomization.

The cFFC redundancy is overly represented in the real GRN when compared to the randomized networks of miRNA connection only randomization and both TF-miRNA connection randomization. As expected, the cFFC redundancy obtained after the TF connection randomization shows no deviation from that of real GRN. The comparison in terms of the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy has similar behaviour as the cFFC redundancy that it is represented more highly in the real GRN than random networks of the miRNA connection only randomization and both the TF-miRNA connection randomization indicating that the redundancy adding role is attributable to the miRNAs and the over representation of the cFFC redundancy is not just a consequence of the reduction in the number of the cFFC targeted genes. This is because of the fact that the TF derived redundancy shows no deviation from the random expectations of three connection randomization procedure. As seen in the previous results, the TF network preserves its stable nature and remains unchanged to the alterations caused by miRNAs.
4.3.2.3 Comparison of Redundancies via the t-test

Since the homogeneity of variances assumption does not hold according to the variance ratio F-test of which the test statistics and the corresponding p-values are given in Table 4.16, the Welch’s two-sample t-test is conducted to see whether there exists a significant difference between the population means of the miRNA derived redundancy and the TF derived redundancy for both three types of connection randomization.

Table 4.16: Results of Variance Ratio F-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</th>
<th>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e-16</td>
<td>68.8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>2.3041</td>
<td>1.3115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The t-test results which are given in Table 4.17 indicate that the population means of the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy are significantly different. Moreover, the mean of the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy exceeds the mean of the TF derived cFFC redundancy which supports the decision that the increase in the cFFC redundancy is not manipulated by the decrease in the cFFC targeted genes.

Table 4.17: Results of Welch’s t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</th>
<th>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>114.26</td>
<td>326.1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e-16</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the conclusions that are made based on the FANTOM data are compatible with the Iwama et. al. results heretofore, to see whether the imbalance between the degrees of miRNAs and TFs in an unitary cFFC reveals different behaviours, partial randomization procedure is implemented using the FANTOM network and the results are provided in the following sections.

4.4 Analysis of Partial Randomization Results Based on FANTOM Data

4.4.1 QQ Plots and Normality Tests

Since parametric tests require normality of the populations from which the samples are drawn, the datasets are examined visually using Q-Q plots to see if there exist departures from normality. The Q-Q plots of FANTOM datasets based on partial randomization procedure, which are provided in Appendix A.4, point out that the deviations from the straight line in the tails may cause a departure from the normality.
To obtain more certain results, the Shapiro-Wilk test is conducted and the results are given in Table 4.18.
Figure 4.5: QQ plot of normality of the number of cFFC targeted genes after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Table 4.18: Shapiro-Wilk Test Results of Partial Randomization - FANTOM Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mir-gene connection randomization</th>
<th>mir-tf connection randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFCs</td>
<td>0.9981</td>
<td>0.3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>0.9981</td>
<td>0.3098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.08772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
<td>0.6112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.2897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Shapiro-Wilk test results that are given in Table 4.18, the p-values are greater than 0.01 except the one that belongs to the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy obtained from miRNA connection randomization with fixed miRNA-non-TF gene edges. Since the normality assumption must be satisfied to be able to conduct parametric tests such as the Z-test and the two-sample t-test, the dataset is searched for outliers that may cause a failing Shapiro-Wilk result. It is observed that after the removal of the outlier that corresponds to the maximum value of the dataset and identified using the "outlier" function that is covered in "outliers" package of R, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy dataset shows no significant deviation from normality.

The test results after the removal of the outlier of the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and its corresponding entity in TF derived cFFC redundancy are provided in Table 4.19

Table 4.19: Shapiro-Wilk Test Results after Outlier Removal - FANTOM Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mir-tf connection randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 Comparison of the Simulated Data with the Real GRN

4.4.2.1 Random Expectations

The initial numbers which are retrieved from the original FANTOM network and the random expectations that are obtained from one edge randomization of the FANTOM data are presented in Table 4.20 of which the second column contains the results obtained by randomizing the only miRNA - non-TF gene edges while third column involves the results of only miRNA - TF edge randomizations. Both partial randomization procedures are applied to only miRNA connection dataset, and the resultants are compared using the Z-test and the t-test in the following sections.
Table 4.20: Results of Partial Randomization of FANTOM miRNA Connection Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real GNs Observed</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of cFFC</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Expected ± Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of genes targeted</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>704.516 ± 21.89075</td>
<td>682.483 ± 24.35041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.32053 ± 0.8660975</td>
<td>2.28767 ± 0.752441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>0.300325</td>
<td>1.200866 ± 0.9229053</td>
<td>1.200801 ± 0.426052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>1.78633</td>
<td>1.572991 ± 0.4229967</td>
<td>1.573099 ± 0.426062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2.2 Comparison of Random expectations with Real GRN via Z-test

The real GRN is compared with random expectations via the Z-test of which the results are provided in the Table 4.21. As observed before, the test results revealed that the number of cFFC targeted genes are below the random expectations while the cFFC redundancy is more abundant in the real GRN. Besides, since the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy is over-represented in the real GRN, it is concluded that the cFFC redundancy is not a consequence of under representation of the cFFC targeted genes.

Despite of the fact that the conclusions of the Z-test are the same for two different datasets in terms of number of the cFFC targeted genes, the cFFC redundancy, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy, there exists one important distinction between the results of partial randomization conducted using the Iwama et al. network and the FANTOM network: The number of cFFCs shows no significant deviations from the random expectations of FANTOM data. This differentiation may be caused by the difference in the cell lines from the two networks which are built from. In other words, it is proposed that since FANTOM data are obtained from a myeloid leukaemia cell line, there is the likely possibility that the regulator-target information and accordingly the orientation of the network are differentiated from the Iwama et al. network which contains targeting information in a healthy cell. Thus, while miRNAs are likely to regulate their targeted gene through TFs indirectly in a normal cell, they show different behaviour in the cancerous cell and may start regulating the target gene directly.

Table 4.21: Comparison of Z and P Values of Partial Randomization based on FANTOM miRNA Connection Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFCs</td>
<td>40.000158</td>
<td>0.436198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cFFC-targeted genes</td>
<td>8.005233</td>
<td>2.857743 ± 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>7.410067</td>
<td>6.281886 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>12.08813</td>
<td>6.103705 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF derived cFFC redundancy</td>
<td>-0.973076</td>
<td>0.0630939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4.22: Difference between Iwama et. al. and FANTOM Resultings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>miRNA-TF edges randomization</th>
<th>miRNA-gene edges randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-statistic</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwama et. al. number of cFFCs</td>
<td>2.00347</td>
<td>0.01189985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANTOM number of cFFCs</td>
<td>0.7604388</td>
<td>0.2234962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwama et. al. TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.8112788</td>
<td>0.2086028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANTOM TF derived redundancy</td>
<td>0.3200963</td>
<td>0.3744476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.4.2.3 Comparison of Redundancies via t-test

Because of the fact that the homogeneity of the variances assumption is not held according to the variance ratio F-test whose results are provided in Table 4.23, the Welch t-test is applied in order see whether the population means of the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy are different. The Welch’s two sample t-test results which are represented in Table 4.24 point out that there exists a significant difference between the compared datasets which supports the decision that the reduction in the repository of the cFFC targeted genes does not constitute the increase of the cFFC redundancy. Hence, adding redundancy role is a distinct property of miRNAs.

### Table 4.23: Results of Variance Ratio F-test - Partial Randomization of FANTOM Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>2.4216</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>2.398</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e−16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.24: Results of two sample t-test - Partial Randomization of FANTOM Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-TF Edges</th>
<th>Randomization with Fixed miRNA-Gene Edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>227.3867</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Derived cFFC Redundancy</td>
<td>228.1949</td>
<td>&lt; 2.2e−16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary

The co-regulation between miRNAs and TFs in gene regulatory networks is analysed in terms of cFFCs and cFFC dependent terms, namely; cFFC targeted genes, cFFC redundancy, miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and TF derived cFFC redundancy. This was done in order to uncover the difference between TFs and miRNAs in terms of their contribution and the effect of their evolutionary distinctions to the regulatory networks. cFFCs are significant network motifs which comprise a miRNA which is a master regulator, an intermediary TF, and a gene as shared target. A gene within the network is defined as a cFFC targeted gene if it is regulated by at least one cFFC. The cFFC redundancy is termed as the average number of cFFCs that involves in targeting one gene. In order to see the effects of miRNAs and TFs in cFFC redundancy, it is divided into two factors which are the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy. The miRNA derived cFFC redundancy are calculated as a ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the total number of the cFFC participan TF-gene edges. Similarly, the TF derived cFFC redundancy is obtained by dividing the total number of cFFCs to the total number of the miRNA-gene edges that are involved in cFFCs.

The analyses are conducted based on two different GRNs one of which was obtained from human myeloid leukemia cell line experimentally and provided in the FANTOM4 EdgeExpress database, while the other one contains the human mouse conserved targeting information of a healthy cell which is collected computationally by Iwama et. al. using miRBase and TRANSFAC databases. These two datasets differ from each other in terms of the number of edges and nodes that are involved in the network. FANTOM4 also provides the weight parameter that indicates the significance of the regulator-target prediction which is set to 1.5 to obtain more significant connections with minimum number of false positives [43]. The FANTOM4 dataset is used after the identification of human-mouse conserved regulatory connections of the network which is retrieved using 1.5 as the weight threshold.

Two randomization procedures which generate 1,000 random networks, each from the real GRNs using 500,000 edge swapping steps for each in a degree preserving manner is implemented to the networks. The first one, which is referred to as the main the randomization procedure throughout the thesis contains three sub-procedures which are the miRNA connection only randomization, the TF connection only randomization.
and both the miRNA-TF connection randomization. The second one, which is called as the partial randomization procedure, is conducted to reveal whether the imbalance between the edge numbers of TFs and miRNAs in unitary cFFCs affects the results that are obtained from main randomization procedure, and it is implemented on only miRNA connections. The partial randomization procedure contains two sub-processes which are miRNA - non-TF gene edges randomization and miRNA-TF edges randomization. The cFFC dependent terms are calculated from the randomly generated networks from both main randomization procedure and partial randomization procedure to be compared with the corresponding values that are obtained from original networks using the Z-test. Moreover, the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy that are generated from the same sub-process are also compared with each other by using the t-test in order to reveal the difference of the TFs and miRNAs in contribution to the cFFC redundancy.

The study conducted by Iwama et al.(2010) is reproduced by implementing the randomization procedures to the dataset which is collected for the same study. It should be mentioned that, the total number of cFFCs obtained from original network during the reproduction of the results of the study conducted by Iwama et al. is not the same with the one that is published by them. In the original paper, the total number of cFFCs is reported as 44,373, while in this study, it is identified as 43,481. The difference between these numbers are caused by the elimination of the loops which consist of one miRNA and one TF in which the miRNA regulates the autoregulatory TF that clearly does not function as FFLs.

The reproduction of the results of the study enables to verify the randomization code, and build a framework that is applicable to different GRNs. Moreover, the implementation of this framework to the FANTOM4 dataset not only provides justification to the results of Iwama et al. obtained by the main randomization procedure, but also reveals the different behaviour of miRNAs in the networks of cancerous cells by the partial randomization procedure.

The results are discussed in detail in the following section.

5.2 Discussion

Network analyses which are conducted with two different datasets revealed that miRNAs change the network conformation by forming comprehensive modifications in the GRNs, while the TF networks preserve their stability to the changes that are caused by miRNAs. The differences between TFs and miRNAs in terms of their contribution to GRNs are examined in four main aspects. Firstly, it is observed that the changes in the miRNA network revealed an increase in the cFFC redundancy through the cFFC formation when compared with the random networks. Secondly, the alterations in the miRNA network also uncovered a sharp decrease in the number of the cFFC targeted genes from the random expectations, that results in the de-escalation of the target gene repertoire. Thirdly, by examining the cFFC redundancy in terms of two factors which are the miRNA derived cFFC redundancy and the TF derived cFFC redundancy, it is identified that the increase in the cFFC redundancy is caused by the additional loop formation of miRNAs around the same TF-gene edge. Hence, it is
concluded that, adding redundancy role is a distinctive property of miRNAs. Lastly, the contrast between miRNA networks and the TFs networks based on their tendency to remain indifferent to the structural changes of the regulatory networks is exposed. As mentioned before, the TF network remains neutral to conformational changes in the network.

Partial randomization results are also uncovered that although miRNAs tend to involve in regulatory connections through the cFFC formation, they exhibit different behaviour in the network that is obtained from myeloid leukemia cell line and instead of regulating the targeted gene indirectly by forming cFFCs with TFs, they may start to regulate their targeted genes directly because of the elimination of the TF-target edge as a result of the cancer mechanism.

5.3 Future Work

Recently, FANTOM5 which includes the regulatory models of different cell types, cancer lines and tissues was released. Implementation of our framework to the updated target predictions which may obtained from FANTOM5, and comparing the regulatory networks of different different cell lines may provide a deeper insight in the understanding of the mechanism of miRNAs in cancer, cell differentiation, or in developmental stages.

Additionally, the procedure and steps of analysis described in this study can be generalized for other types of motif structures to investigate their significances and effects of their components in biological framework.

The results based on normality assumption can be also extended for student-t and long-tailed symmetric distribution family in order to get more robust conclusions. The reason is that the Q-Q plots of datasets mostly indicate variations in the tail which is the indication of the long-tailed family.
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APPENDIX A

QQ PLOTS

A.1 QQ Plots of Main Randomization Procedure of Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.1: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after miRNA connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.2: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancies after miRNA connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.3: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived redundancy after miRNA connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.4: QQ plot of normality of TF derived redundancy after miRNA connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.5: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.6: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.7: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancies after TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.8: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived redundancy after TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.9: QQ plot of normality of TF derived redundancy after TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.10: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after TF-miRNA both connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.11: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after TF-miRNA both connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.12: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after TF-miRNA both connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.13: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after TF-miRNA both connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.14: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after TF-miRNA both connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
A.2 QQ plots of Partial Randomization Procedure of Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.15: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.16: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.17: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.18: QQ plot of normality of TF derived redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.19: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.20: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
Figure A.21: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data

Figure A.22: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - Iwama et. al. Data
A.3 QQ Plots of Main Randomization Procedure of FANTOM Data

Figure A.23: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.24: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.25: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.26: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.27: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after both TF-miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.28: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after both TF-miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.29: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after both TF-miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.30: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after both TF-miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.31: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after both TF-miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.32: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.33: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after both miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.34: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after both miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.35: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after both miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.36: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after both miRNA connection randomization - FANTOM Data
A.4 QQ Plots of Partial Randomization Procedure of FANTOM Data

Figure A.37: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.38: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.39: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.40: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-TF connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.41: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFCs after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.42: QQ plot of normality of number of cFFC targeted genes after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.43: QQ plot of normality of cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - FANTOM Data

Figure A.44: QQ plot of normality of miRNA derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - FANTOM Data
Figure A.45: QQ plot of normality of TF derived cFFC redundancy after only miRNA-gene connection randomization - FANTOM Data
APPENDIX B

SOURCE CODES

B.1 Parser to Retrieve miRNA Connections

```python
import xml.dom.minidom
import sys
filelist = open(sys.argv[1])
weight_limit = -100
if len(sys.argv) > 2:
    weight_limit = float(sys.argv[2])
counter = 0
for xmlfile in filelist:
    dom = xml.dom.minidom.parse(xmlfile.strip())
    counter += 1
    if counter % 1000 == 0:
        sys.stderr.write('%d
' % (counter))
    root_element = dom.getElementsByTagName('EEDB')[0]
    feature_element = None
    mirna_element = None
    for node in root_element.childNodes:
        if node.nodeName == 'feature':
            feature_element = node
        if node.nodeName == 'miRNA_edges':
            mirna_element = node
    from_id = feature_element.getAttribute('desc')
    for node in mirna_element.childNodes:
        if node.nodeName == 'link_to':
            if float(node.getAttribute('weight')) >= weight_limit:
                print "%s, %s, %s" % (from_id,
                                       node.getAttribute('name'),
                                       node.getAttribute('weight'))
```

B.2 Parser to Retrieve TF Connections

```python
import xml.dom.minidom
import sys
```
filelist = open(sys.argv[1])
weight_limit = -100
if len(sys.argv) > 2:
    weight_limit = float(sys.argv[2])
counter = 0
for xmlfile in filelist:
    dom = xml.dom.minidom.parse(xmlfile.strip())
    counter += 1
    if counter % 1000 == 0:
        sys.stderr.write('%d 
' % (counter))
    root_element = dom.getElementsByTagName('EEDB')[0]
    feature_element = None
    tfbs_element = None
    for node in root_element.childNodes:
        if node.nodeName == 'feature':
            feature_element = node
        if node.nodeName == 'tfbs_predictions':
            tfbs_element = node
    from_id = feature_element.getAttribute('desc')
    for node in tfbs_element.childNodes:
        if node.nodeName == 'link_to':
            if float(node.getAttribute('weight')) >= weight_limit:
                print "%s, %s, %s" % (from_id, node.getAttribute('name'), node.getAttribute('weight'))

B.3 Orthology Parser

import csv
file1 = list();
with open('input filename1', 'rb') as f:
    reader = csv.reader(f, delimiter=' ')
    for row in reader:
        file1.append(row);
file2 = list();
with open('input filename2', 'rb') as f:
    reader = csv.reader(f, delimiter=',')
    for row in reader:
        file2.append(row);
with open('output file', 'wb') as csvfile:
    writer = csv.writer(csvfile, delimiter=',')
    for row1 in file1:
        for row2 in file2:
            if row1[0].lower().strip() == row2[1].lower().strip():
                writer.writerow(row2)
B.4 Source Codes of Main Randomization Procedure

```python
import random
import csv

def readmatrix(filename):
    f = open(filename)
    headerline = f.readline().strip().split(',
locs = headerline[1:]
mydict = \{\}
for x in locs:
    mydict[x] = \{\}
for line in f:
    values = line.strip().split(',
geneid = values[0];
interactions = values[1:]
for i in range(len(interactions)):
    if (interactions[i] == '1'):
        mydict[locs[i]][geneid] = 1
f.close()
return mydict

def invertdict(mydict):
    inversedict = \{
    for key, val in mydict.items():
        for subkey, subval in val.items():
            if not inversedict.has_key(subkey):
                inversedict[subkey] = \{
            inversedict[subkey][key] = subval
    return inversedict

def countForMir(m, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict, mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict):
    targets = mirdict[m]
    count = 0
    for t in targets:
        if tfdict.has_key(t):
            for g in tfdict[t]:
                if not t == g:
                    count = count + 1
                if genecountdict.has_key(g):
                    genecountdict[g] = genecountdict[g] + 1
                else:
                    genecountdict[g] = 1
                if not mirEdgeCountDict.has_key(m):
                    mirEdgeCountDict[m] = \{
                else:
                    mirEdgeCountDict[m][g] = 1
```
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if not tfEdgeCountDict.has_key(t):
    tfEdgeCountDict[t] = {}
tfEdgeCountDict[t][g] = 1

return count

def randomizeMatrix (mirdict):
    firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    while (len(mirdict[firstmir]) == 0):
        firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    while (len(mirdict[secondmir]) == 0):
        secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    firstgene = random.sample(mirdict[firstmir],1)[0]
    secondgene = random.sample(mirdict[secondmir],1)[0]
    if (mirdict[secondmir].has_key(firstgene) or
        mirdict[firstmir].has_key(secondgene)):
        return 0
    mirdict[firstmir].pop(firstgene)
    mirdict[firstmir][secondgene] = 1
    mirdict[secondmir].pop(secondgene)
    mirdict[secondmir][firstgene] = 1
    return 1

mirdict = readmatrix("Final.csv")
tfdict = readmatrix("TF_Numbered.csv")
repcount = 1000
randcount = 500000
cffcc = open("number_of_cFFCs.csv", "w")
cffcTargetedGene=open("number_of_cFFC_targeted_genes.csv","w")
mirnaDerivedRedundancy = open("miRNA_derived_redundancy.csv","w")
tfDerivedRedundancy = open("TF_derived_redundancy.csv","w")
genecountdict = {}
tfEdgeCountDict = {}
mirEdgeCountDict = {}
total = 0
mirtargetedgecount = 0
tftargetedgecount = 0
numrandomize = 0
for mir in mirdict:
    count = countForMir(mir,mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
        mirEdgeCountDict,tfEdgeCountDict)
    total = total + count
for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
    mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
    tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])
print "Initial number of cFFCs is:", total
print "Initial number of cFFC targeted genes is:", len(genecountdict)
print "Initial miRNA derived redundancy:", float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
print "Initial TF derived redundancy:", float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
print "Initial mir target edge count", mirtargetedgecount
print "Initial tf target edge count", tftargetedgecount
for i in range(0,repcount):
genecountdict = {}
mirEdgeCountDict = {}
tfEdgeCountDict = {}
umrandomize=0
while (numrandomize < randcount): #for only miRNA connection
    # matrix randomization
    numrandomize = numrandomize + randomizeMatrix(mirdict) #end
while (numrandomize < randcount): # for only TF connection
    # matrix randomization
    numrandomize = numrandomize + randomizeMatrix(tfdict) #end
numrandomize = 0 #for both TF-miRNA connection matrices randomization
numrandomize2 = 0
while (numrandomize < randcount):
    numrandomize = numrandomize + randomizeMatrix(mirdict)
while (numrandomize2 < randcount):
    numrandomize2 = numrandomize2 + randomizeMatrix(tfdict) # end
total=0
mirtargetedgecount = 0
tftargetedgecount = 0
for mir in mirdict:
count = countForMir(mir,mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
mirEdgeCountDict,tfEdgeCountDict)
total = total + count
for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])
mirnaderivedredundancy = float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
tfderivedredundancy = float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
cffc.write("list of gene count, %d\n" % (len(genecountdict)))
cffctargetedGene.write("list of loop count, %d\n" % (total))
mirnadervidedRedundancy.write("mirna derived redundancy,
%.5f\n" % (mirnaderivedredundancy))
tfdervidedRedundancy .write("tf derived redundancy,
%.5f\n" % (tfderivedredundancy))
print "Replicate is: ", i
print "randomized count is:", total
print "randomized number of targeted genes is:", len(genecountdict)
print "mirna redundancy:" , mirnaderivedredundancy
print "tf redundancy:" , tfderivedredundancy
B.5 Source Codes of Partial Randomization Procedure

B.5.1 miRNA-Gene Edge Randomization

```python
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import random
import csv

def readmatrix(filename):
    f = open(filename)
    mydict = {}
    locs = []
    for line in f:
        values = line.strip().split(',
        keys = values[0].strip()
        if keys not in locs:
            locs.append(keys)
        geneid = values[1].strip()
        if not mydict.has_key(keys):
            mydict[keys]={}
        mydict[keys][geneid]=1
    f.close()
    return (mydict,locs)

def invertdict(mydict):
    inversedict = {}
    for key, val in mydict.items():
        for subkey, subval in val.items():
            if not inversedict.has_key(subkey):
                inversedict[subkey] = {}
            inversedict[subkey][key] = subval
    return inversedict

def writedict(filename, m):
    f = open(filename, "w")
    for x in m.keys():
        f.write(x + ": " + ", ".join(m[x].keys()) + ",n")
    f.close()

def countForMir(m, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict, mirEdgeCountDict,tfEdgeCountDict):
    targets = mirdict[m]
    count = 0
    for t in targets:
        if tfdict.has_key(t):
            for g in tfdict[t]:
                if targets.has_key(g):
                    if not t == g:
                        count = count + 1
                        if genecountdict.has_key(g):
                            genecountdict[g] = genecountdict[g] + 1
```
else:
    genecountdict[g] = 1
if not mirEdgeCountDict.has_key(m):
    mirEdgeCountDict[m] = {}
    mirEdgeCountDict[m][g] = 1
if not tfEdgeCountDict.has_key(t):
    tfEdgeCountDict[t] = {}
    tfEdgeCountDict[t][g] = 1

return count

def randomizeMatrixMirGene (mirdict,tfnames):
    firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]

    while (len(mirdict[firstmir]) == 0):
        firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    while (len(mirdict[secondmir]) == 0):
        secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    firstgene = random.sample(mirdict[firstmir],1)[0]
    secondgene = random.sample(mirdict[secondmir],1)[0]

    if (firstgene in tfnames or secondgene in tfnames):
        return 0
    if (mirdict[secondmir].has_key(firstgene) or
        mirdict[firstmir].has_key(secondgene)):
        return 0
    mirdict[firstmir].pop(firstgene)
    mirdict[firstmir][secondgene] = 1
    mirdict[secondmir].pop(secondgene)
    mirdict[secondmir][firstgene] = 1
    return 1

from Counter import *
(mirdict,mirnames) = readmatrix("mirnaConnections.csv")
(tfdict,tfnames) = readmatrix("tfConnections.csv")
repcount = 1000
randcount = 500000
cffcc = open("number_of_cFFCs.csv", "w")
cffcTargetedGene=open("number_of_cFFC_targeted_genes.csv","w")
mirnaDerivedRedundancy = open("miRNA_derived_redundancy.csv","w")
tfDerivedRedundancy = open("TFDerived_redundancy.csv","w")
genecountdict = {}
mirEdgeCountDict = {}
tfEdgeCountDict = {}
total = 0
mirtargetedgecount = 0
tftargetedgecount = 0
numrandomize = 0
for mir in mirdict:
    count = countForMir(mir,mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
total = total + count
for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])
print "Initial count is: ", total
print "number of targeted genes is: ", len(genecountdict)
print "initial mirna redundancy: ", float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
print "initial tf redundancy: ", float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
print "initial mir target edge count ", mirtargetedgecount
print "initial tf target edge count ", tftargetedgecount
for i in range(0, repcount):
genecountdict = {}
mirEdgeCountDict = {}
tfEdgeCountDict = {}
numrandomize = 0
while (numrandomize < randcount):
    numrandomize = numrandomize + randomizeMatrixMirGene(mirdict, tfnames)
total = 0
mirtargetedgecount = 0
tftargetedgecount = 0
for mir in mirdict:
count = countForMir(mir, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
total = total + count
for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])
mirnaderivedredundancy = float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
tfderivedredundancy = float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
cffc.write("list of gene count, \%d\n" % (len(genecountdict)))
cffcTargetedGene.write("list of loop count, \%d\n" % (total))
mirnaDerivedRedundancy.write("mirna derived redundancy,
\%.5f\n" % (mirnaderivedredundancy))
tfDerivedRedundancy.write("tf derived redundancy,
\%.5f\n" % (tfderivedredundancy))
print "Replicate is: ", i
print "randomized count is: ", total
print "randomized number of targeted genes is: ", len(genecountdict)
print "mirna redundancy: ", mirnaderivedredundancy
print "tf redundancy: ", tfderivedredundancy

B.5.2 miRNA-TF Edge Randomization

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import random
import csv

def readmatrix(filename):
    f = open(filename)
    mydict = {}
    locs = []
    for line in f:
        values = line.strip().split(',')
        keys = values[0].strip()
        if keys not in locs:
            locs.append(keys)
        geneid = values[1].strip()
        if not mydict.has_key(keys):
            mydict[keys]={}
        mydict[keys][geneid]=1
    f.close()
    return (mydict,locs)
def invertdict(mydict):
    inversedict = {}
    for key, val in mydict.items():
        for subkey, subval in val.items():
            if not inversedict.has_key(subkey):
                inversedict[subkey] = {}
            inversedict[subkey][key] = subval
    return inversedict
def mirtfconnectiondict(inversedict, locs, mydict):
    excludedinteractions = {}
    allgenes = inversedict.keys()
    onlygenelist = set(allgenes).difference(locs)
    for key, gene in mydict.items():
        for subkey,subval in gene.items():
            if subkey in onlygenelist:
                del mydict[key][subkey]
            if not excludedinteractions.has_key(key):
                excludedinteractions[key] = {}
            excludedinteractions[key][subkey] = 1
            if (len(mydict[key]) == 0):
                del mydict[key]
    return (mydict,excludedinteractions)
def merge(mydict, excludedinteractions, path=None):
    if path is None: path = []
    for key in excludedinteractions:
        if key in mydict:
            if isinstance(mydict[key], dict) and
                isinstance(excludedinteractions[key], dict):
                merge(mydict[key], excludedinteractions[key], path + [str(key)])
            elif mydict[key] == excludedinteractions[key]:
                pass # same leaf value
else:
    raise Exception('Conflict at %s'
                  % ', '.join(path + [str(key)]))
else:
    mydict[key] = excludedinteractions[key]
return mydict
def writedict(filename, m):
f = open(filename, "w")
for x in m.keys():
    f.write(x + ': ' + ', '.join(m[x].keys()) + '"
    f.close()
def countForMir(m, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict):
targets = mirdict[m]
count = 0
for t in targets:
    if tfdict.has_key(t):
        for g in tfdict[t]:
            if targets.has_key(g):
                if not t == g:
                    count = count + 1
                    if genecountdict.has_key(g):
                        genecountdict[g] = genecountdict[g] + 1
                    else:
                        genecountdict[g] = 1
                    if not mirEdgeCountDict.has_key(m):
                        mirEdgeCountDict[m] = {}
                    mirEdgeCountDict[m][g] = 1
                    if not tfEdgeCountDict.has_key(t):
                        tfEdgeCountDict[t] = {}
                    tfEdgeCountDict[t][g] = 1
return count
def randomizeMatrix(mirdict):
    firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    while (len(mirdict[firstmir]) == 0):
        firstmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    while (len(mirdict[secondmir]) == 0):
        secondmir = random.sample(mirdict,1)[0]
    firstgene = random.sample(mirdict[firstmir],1)[0]
    secondgene = random.sample(mirdict[secondmir],1)[0]
    if (mirdict[secondmir].has_key(firstgene) or
        mirdict[firstmir].has_key(secondgene)):
        return 0
    mirdict[firstmir].pop(firstgene)
    mirdict[firstmir][secondgene] = 1
    mirdict[secondmir].pop(secondgene)
    mirdict[secondmir][firstgene] = 1
return 1

from Counter import *

(mirdict, mirlist) = readmatrix("mirnaConnections.csv")
(tfdict, tflist) = readmatrix("tfConnections.csv")

repcount = 1000
randcount = 500000

cffcc = open("number_of_cFFCs.csv", "w")
cffcTargetedGene = open("number_of_cFFC_targeted_genes.csv", "w")
mirnaDerivedRedundancy = open("miRNA_derived_redundancy.csv", "w")
tfDerivedRedundancy = open("TF_derived_redundancy.csv", "w")

genecountdict = {}
mirEdgeCountDict = {}
tfEdgeCountDict = {}
total = 0
mirtargetedgecount = 0
tftargetedgecount = 0
numrandomize = 0

for mir in mirdict:
    count = countForMir(mir, mirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
                        mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
    total = total + count

for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
    mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
    tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])

print "Initial count is:", total
print "number of targeted genes is:", len(genecountdict)
print "initial mirna redundancy:", float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
print "initial tf redundancy:", float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
print "initial mir target edge count", mirtargetedgecount
print "initial tf target edge count", tftargetedgecount

mirtargetdict = invertdict(mirdict)

for i in range(0, repcount):
    genecountdict = {}
    mirEdgeCountDict = {}
    tfEdgeCountDict = {}
    numrandomize = 0
    mergedmirdict = {}
    (mirtfdict, mirgendict) = mirtfconnectiondict(mirtargetdict, tflist, mirdict)
    while (numrandomize < randcount):
        numrandomize = numrandomize + randomizeMatrix(mirtfdict)
        total = 0
        mirtargetedgecount = 0
        tftargetedgecount = 0
        mergedmirdict = merge(mirtfdict, mirgendict)
    for mir in mirdict:
        count = countForMir(mir, mergedmirdict, tfdict, genecountdict,
mirEdgeCountDict, tfEdgeCountDict)
total = total + count
for x in mirEdgeCountDict.keys():
    mirtargetedgecount = mirtargetedgecount + len(mirEdgeCountDict[x])
for y in tfEdgeCountDict.keys():
    tftargetedgecount = tftargetedgecount + len(tfEdgeCountDict[y])
mirnaderivedredundancy = float(total) / (mirtargetedgecount)
tfderivedredundancy = float(total) / (tftargetedgecount)
cffc.write("list of gene count, %d\n" % (len(genecountdict)))
cffcTargetedGene.write("list of loop count, %d\n" % (total))
mirnADerivedRedundancy.write("mirna derived redundancy, %.5f\n" % (mirnaderivedredundancy))
tfDerivedRedundancy.write("tf derived redundancy, %.5f\n" % (tfderivedredundancy))
print "Replicate is: ", i
print "randomized count is: ", total
print "randomized number of targeted genes is: ", len(genecountdict)
print "mirna redundancy: ", mirnaderivedredundancy
print "tf redundancy: ", tfderivedredundancy